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The court of chancery, per Chancellor Jacobs, concluded that the
motion to sever must be granted. The court held that (1) section 227 does
not authorize the court to grant relief in the form of an issuance of stock
certificates and (2) a counterclaim whose legal sufficiency is highly
questionable and whose resolution would not assist the court in deciding the
core issue is collateral and, therefore, severable from a section 225
proceeding.
1.

Corporations

Cm

283(3)

In order to preserve section 225 as an expedited remedy the court has
consistently limited the scope of proceedings brought under that statute.
DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, §225 (1998).
2.

Corporations

Ct

283(1), 283(2)

Whether an issue is properly litigable in a section 225 action turns
upon a determination of whether it is necessary to decide the issue in order
to determine the validity of the election or designation by which the
defendant claims to hold office. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 225 (1998).
3.

Corporations
Pretrial Procedure

=i 283(3)
1=0 535

Claims and issues that need not be decided in order to determine the
lawful holder of a disputed corporate office are said to be collateral and,
therefore, severable from the section 225 proceeding. DEL. CODE ANN. tit.
8, § 225 (1998).
4.

Corporations

C=

197

Section 227(a) does not create an independent cause of action; it
simply confirms what is implicit in section 225, namely that the court may
determine the rights and powers of persons claiming to own stock to vote at
any meeting of the stockholders. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, §227(a) (1998).
5.

Corporations

Cmw 97

Nothing in section 227 authorizes the court to grant relief in the form
of an issuance of stock certificates. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 227 (1998).
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6.

283(3)

Corporations
Pretrial Procedure

[V/ol. 25

535

(

A motion to sever turns upon whether a counterclaim is necessary in
order to resolve the core issue raised in a section 225 proceeding. DEL.
CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 225 (1998).
7.

Corporations

'

97, 98

In the absence of a written board resolution and/or duly issued stock
certificate, a counterclaim requesting a court-ordered issuance of a stock
certificate does not change the legal analysis or undo the result and, as a
result, such counterclaim must be severed.
8.

Corporations

0

80 (12), 317(5)

When shares are acquired through fraud or other inequitable conduct,
the shares are not rightfully owned and, therefore, the shareholders are not
entitled to vote those shares.
9.

Corporations

C

283(3)

A counterclaim asking the court to expand the scope of a section 225
proceeding, whose legal sufficiency is highly questionable and whose
resolution would not assist the court in deciding the core issue of which
persons constituted a lawful board of directors, will be severed. DEL. CODE
ANN. tit. 8, § 225 (1998).
Arthur L. Dent, Esquire, of Potter, Anderson & Corroon, Wilmington,
Delaware, for plaintiffs.
Gregory P. Williams, Esquire, and Raymond J. DiCamillo, Esquire, of
Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware; William J. McSherry,
Jr., Esquire, and Patrick J. Rohan, Esquire, of Battle Fowler LLP, New
York, New York, of counsel, for defendant/counterclaim plaintiff PMBC
Corporation.
Martin P. Tully, Esquire, and Alan J. Stone, Esquire, of Morris, Nichols,
Arsht & Tunnel, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendant Douglas T. McClure,
Jr.
JACOBS, Vice-Chancellor
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This is the Court's decision on the plaintiffs' motion to sever
counterclaims in this action brought under 8 DL. Ch §225. The hearing on
the merits of the §225 claim is scheduled for May 25, 1999. Because of the
shortness of time before the trial the scope of which this motion will
determine, only an abbreviated treatment ofthe facts and the law is possible.
I conclude, for the following reasons, that the motion to sever must be
granted.
I.
At issue in the case-in-chief is the validity of action taken by written
consent of the shareholders of MBC Corp ("PMBC") on March 11, 1999.
In that consent action (the "March 11 Consent"), PMBC's shareholders voted
to remove the plaintiffs, Ralph J. Carballal and Robert D. Hughes, as
directors, and to elect defendant Douglas J. McClure ("McClure") as a
director. Mr. McClure's vote was arithmetically essential for that action to
represent the vote of a majority of PMBC's outstanding shares. The specific
issue is whether Mr. McClure had the right to vote shares representing 6.5%
of PMBC's voting common stock when the consent was executed on
March 11, 1999. If he did, then the March 11 Consent was effective. If he
did not (as plaintiffs claim), then the March 11 Consent did not constitute
action by a majority ofthe voting sharesand, as a consequence, that Consent
was invalid and plaintiffs Carballal and Hughes remain as PMBC directors.
The defendants contend that the March 11 Consent is valid because Mr.
McClure did have the right to vote his shares.
The current motion was prompted by the defendants' answers which,
besides asserting the validity of the March 11 Consent, also interposed
certain counterclaims. One of those counterclaims, asserted by PMBC,
alleges that the plaintiffs committed fraud in renouncing an oral agreement,
purportedly made in 1966, to issue 6.5% of PMBC's stock to Mr. McClure.
As a consequence, PMBC claims, the plaintiffs should be judicially
precluded from voting their own shares. The other counterclaim, by Mr.
McClure, seeks an order"[c]ompelling [the issuance of] certificates for
shares of common stock of PMBC representing 6.5% of the outstanding
shares." (McClure Answer and Counterclaim, Prayer for Reliefat p. 17, Par.
E), Mr. McClure contends that such relief is authorized by 8 DA C. § 227,
and should be granted if the Court "determines that PMBC authorized the
issuance of shares to McClure, but nevertheless finds that the March 11
action was ineffective due to a technical defect.... ." (Letter of Alan J.
Stone, Esquire, to the Court dated May 6, 1999). The issue presented on this
motion is whether these counterclaims fall outside the scope of claims that
may be considered in a §225 proceeding.
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111.
[1-3] The applicable legal principle is not in dispute, only its application to
this case. In order to preserve §225 as an expedited remedy, this Court has
consistently limited the scope of proceedings brought under that statute.
Bossier v. ConneU. Del. Ch., C.A. No. 8624, Hartnett, V.C. (Oct. 7, 1986),
Ltr. Op. at 5. Whether or not an issue is properly litigable in a §225 action
turns upon "a determination of whether it is necessary to decide [the issue]
in order to determine the validity of the election or designation by which the
defendant claims to hold office." Kahn Bros. & Co.. Inc, v. Fishbach
, Del. Ch., C.A. No. 8927, Alien, C. (Nov. 15, 1988), Mem. Op. at 12.
Claims and issues that need not be decided in order to determine the lawful
holder of a disputed corporate office, are said to be collateral, and therefore
severable, from the §225 proceeding. See- Atkins v. Hiram. Del. Ch., CA.
No. 12887, Hartnett, V.C. (July 26, 1993), Mem. Op. at 11.
With these principles in mind, I turn to the two disputed
counterclaims.
A.

MAr.McClure's Counterclaim for
an Order Compelling the Issuance
of Stock to Him

As previously noted, Mr. McClure's counterclaim seeks an order
compelling the issuance to him of certificates representing 6.5% of the
common shares ofPMBC. McClure contends that that relief can and should
be granted in the event the Court (i) determines that the PMBC board
authorized the issuance of shares to McClure, yet (ii) finds that the March 11
action was ineffective because of a technical defect, such as the absence of
a written resolution or stock certificate. Mr. McClure contends that 8 Del.
. §227 empowers the Court to grant such relief.
[4-5] Section 227(a), however, does not create an independent cause of
action; it simply confirms what is implicit in §225, namely that the Court
may determine "the right and power of persons claiming to own stock ....
" 8 Del. _C §227(a); Donald
to vote at any meeting of the stockholders ....
J. Wolfe, Jr. & Michael A. Pittenger, Corporate and Commercial Practice in
the Delaware Court of Chancery. § 8-8(e) at 408 (1998); Rodman Ward, Jr.,
Edward P. Welch and Andrew J. Turezyn, Folk on the Delaware General
§227-2. Nothing in §227 authorizes the Courtto grant the
.gognmbian
kind of relief that Mr. McClure seeks here, and even if it did, for the Court
to entertain this counterclaim would not assist it to resolve the merits issue
presented in this proceeding.
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The critical issue in this case is whether Mr. McClure had the right to
vote shares representing 6.5% of the corporation's common stock on
March 11, 1999. The plaintiffs intend to prove that McClure did not,
because (among other things) no board authorization evidences the grant of
those shares to Mr. McClure, nor was any share certificate issued to him.
McClure claims, however, that the proofs will show that his shares ofPMBC
were, in fact, authorized by an oral agreement among the stockholders when
McClure allegedly became a director in 1996. Accordingly, McClure
contends, he was entitled to vote those shares on March 11, 1999.
[6] The evidence that McClure and the other defendants intend to submit
is undoubtedly relevant to the core issue raised by plaintiffs' §225 claim.
But that does not dispose of the motion to sever. That motion turns upon
whether it is necessary, in order to resolve that core issue, to entertain
McClure's counterclaim seeking affirmative equitable relief in the form of
an order directing the issuance of stock certificates to McClure.
Assuming without deciding that §227 would authorize such in
[7]
personam relief in an ip-M §225 proceeding, Mr. McClure has not shown
why entertaining this counterclaim is necessary for the Court to determine
his voting rights as of March 11, 1999. The remoteness (at best) or total
absence (at worst) of any connection between the core §225 claim and
McClure's counterclaim is confirmed by the somewhat far-fetched rationale
McClure proffers: the Court might rule that McClure!s shares were validly
authorized, yet still conclude that McClure was not entitled to vote those
shares on March 11 because of the technical lack of a formal board
resolution and/or duly issued stock certificates. Assuming (again mg.o&n)
that that outcome is legally possible, McClure has not explained how
entertaining (and granting) his counterclaim would either improve his
position or alter that outcome. Were this Court to find that the absence of
a written board resolution and/or duly issued stock certificates &5sof
March 11. 1999 is sufficient to defeat McClure's (counter)claim, it is
difficult to fathom how a court-ordered issuance of a stock certificate to
McClure on or after May 25. 1999 would change the legal analysis or undo
that result. The answer to that question is nowhere addressed by Mr.
McClure or the other defendants. Accordingly, this counterclaim must be
severed.
B.

The "Fraud" Counterclaim

PMBC has asserted a separate counterclaim, for a determination that
the plaintiffs are not entitled to vote their PMBC shares as a consequence of
their purported renunciation of an alleged 1996 oral agreement among the
stockholders (including plaintiffs) to grant 6.5% of the company's stock to
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McClure. Even if such an agreement and its renunciation were proven,
PMBC has not shown how those facts, even if true, would compel the relief
it seeks. PMBC is asking this Court to conclude that the plaintiffs'
renunciation of that oral agreement was so egregious as to justify judicially
terminating the plaintiffs! right to vote their ow shares, which plaintiffs had
acquired several years before the alleged 1996 oral agreement involving Mr.
McClure!
[8] There are two fundamental problems with this counterclaim. The first
is that its resolution would not help resolve the unrelated core issue of
whether McClure had the right to vote his shares on March 11, 1999. The
second is that it is highly questionable whether the counterclaim states a
legally valid claim for relief. If (for example) the defendants were
contending that the plaintiffs had acquired their shares through fraud or other
inequitable conduct, then arguably it could be claimed that as a consequence
the plaintiffs did not rightfully own their shares, and were therefore not
entitled to vote those shares on March 11. See Kahn v. Fischbac.
arbpm.
But, in this case defendants do not claim that the plaintiffs acquired their
shares through fraud. The alleged fraud is that years after they acquired their
shares, the plaintiffs breached a contract to grant shares to a third party
(McClure). PMBC cites no authority, and offers no explanation, of how the
remedy of sterilizing plaintiffs' shares would flow from that contractual
breach.
[9] Thus, what PMBC is asking the Court to do is expand the scope of
this §225 proceeding by entertaining a counterclaim whose legal sufficiency
is highly questionable and whose resolution would not assist the Court in
deciding the core issue of which persons constituted PMBC's lawful board
of directors on March 11, 1999. In those circumstances the Court is not
required to, nor will it, entertain this counterclaim at the May 25 hearing.
This counterclaim will also be severed. 2

For the foregoing reasons, the plaintiffs' motion to sever counterclaims
is granted. lT IS80 OJRDERED.

'The defendants' apparent practical reason for asserting this counterclaim is that if
McClure were found to have been not entitled to vote his shares, then the March 11 consent action
removing the plaintiffs from the board would be invalid, and the plaintiffs would effectively be
found to have voting control ofPMBC. The counterclaim, ifvalidated, would sterilize the plainfiffs'
shares, and leave directors Fowler and Marcus (who are allied with McClure) with voting control,

even if McClure were found to be not entitled to vote.

MThe parties may, if they choose, argue the legal sufficiency (or lack thereof) of the

"fraud" counterclaim in their post-trial briefs.
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COMPUTER PEOPLE, INC. v. BEST INTERNATIONAL
GROUP, INC.
No. 16,648
Courtof Chanceryof the State of Delaware,New Castle
April 27, 1999
Plaintiff brought an action claiming that the defendants engaged in a
conspiracy to induce several ofthe plaintiffcorporation's managers and high
level employees to join defendants, two of which are United Kingdom
corporations (parent and subsidiary), one a Delaware corporation (subsidiary.
of same parent), and one an individual working for the Delaware
corporation. All ofthe defendants, except the Delaware corporation, moved
to dismiss the complaint as to them for lack of personal jurisdiction. All
defendants moved to dismiss the action for failure to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Jacobs, determined that
it lacked personal jurisdiction over the two United Kingdom corporations
and the individual manager working for the subsidiary Delaware corporation,
and thus granted their motion to dismiss. Because the Delaware subsidiary
corporation was left as the sole remaining defendant, and neither side had
adequately briefed the motion to dismiss with that contingency in mind, the
court denied the motion, with leave to renew based on briefs that take into
account the procedural consequences of the court's jurisdictional ruling.
1.

Courts
U
Federal Courts
Pretrial Procedure

12(2)
02= 76
0=0 683

To overcome a challenge to personal jurisdiction, Rule 12(b)(2), a
plaintiffmust establish, prima facie, that court has personal jurisdiction over
the moving defendant DEL. CH. CT. R. 12(b)(2).
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2.

Courts

02=

10, 34,35

C

Pretrial Procedure

[VCol. 25

679, 687

In a personal jurisdiction challenge, all factual references are viewed
in the light most favorable to the plaintiff.
3.

Constitutional Law
Courts

C

(M- 305(4), 305(5)
12(2), 39

Federal Courts

C

76

Pretrial Procedure

G2-

683, 684

Where the plaintiff attempts to effect service of process under the
Delaware long-arm statute, the plaintiff must prove (1) the defendanVs
alleged conduct falls within one or more of the statutorily enumerated
categories that confer jurisdiction, and (2) the court's exercise of personal
jurisdiction satisfies the due process requirements of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the United States Constitution. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10,
§ 3104 (Supp. 1996); U.S. CONST. amend. XIV.

4.

Courts

12(2), 12(2.5), 12(2.10), 12(2.15),
12(2.25), 12(2.30), 39
76, 76.5, 76.10, 76.15, 76.25,
76.30

Federal Courts

As to a cause of action brought by any person arising from any of the
acts enumerated in Delaware's long-arm statute, a court may exercise
personal jurisdiction over any nonresident, or a personal representative, who
in person or through an agent: (1) transacts any business or performs any
character of work or service in the State; (2) causes tortious injury in the
state by an act or omission in this state; (3) causes tortious injury in the state
or outside of the state by an act or omission outside the state if the person
regularly does or solicits business, engages in any other persistent course of
conduct in the state or derives substantial revenue from services, or things
used or consumed in the state. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp.
1996).
5.

Courts

Federal Courts

02m

12(2), 12(2.15), 39

*

76, 76.15

Subsections 3104(c)(1) and (cX3) of Delaware's long-arm statute
authorize transactional or specific jurisdiction in cases where the cause of
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action arises out of the defendant's conduct in the state of Delaware. DEL.
CODE ANN.

6.

tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).

Courts
Federal Courts

m

12(2), 12(2.15), 39
76, 76.15
U

Under subsections 3104(c)(1) and (c)(3) of Delaware's long-arm
statute, a single act in Delaware will suffice. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3104
(Supp. 1996).
7.

Courts
Federal Courts

=

12(2), 12(2.15), 39
76, 76.15
*-

Under subsection 3104(c)(4) of Delaware's long-arm statute creates
general jurisdiction in cases where the cause of action is unrelated to the
relevant Delaware contacts. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).
8.

Courts
Federal Courts

Cm

12(2),12(2.15),39
76, 76.15
*

General jurisdiction under subsection 3104(cX4) of Delaware's longann statute requires a greater, more continuous pattern of contacts with the
forum than does single actjurisdiction under subsection (c)(1), (2), or (3).
DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).
9.

Courts

U

10, 12, 12(2), 12(2.1)

Personal jurisdiction may be established under the common law,
conspiracy theory, where a defendants conduct that either occurred or had
a substantial effect in Delaware is attributed to a defendant who would not
otherwise be amenable to jurisdiction in Delaware.
10.

Courts

= 10, 12, 12(2), 12(2.1)

Plaintifffailed to establish that the court has personal jurisdiction over
the foreign defendant parent/subsidiary corporations or the individual
manager of one subsidiary corporation where the following Delaware
contacts are present: (1) defendant manager's prior continuing presence in
Delaware as an employee of plaintiff corporation for three years; (2) two
telephone calls and one e-mail made by defendant corporation's executives
to plaintiff corporation's manager at his Delaware offike; and (3) the
incorporation of a subsidiary in Delaware.
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Courts

@
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10, 12,12(2),12(2.1)

Under the conspiracy theory of jurisdiction, a plaintiff may establish
personal jurisdiction over a nonresident only if it satisfies the following five
elements: (1) a conspiracy existed; (2) the defendant was a member of the
conspiracy; (3) a substantial act or substantial effect in furtherance of the
conspiracy occurred in the forum state; (4) the defendant knew or had reason
to know the act in the forum state or that acts outside the forum state would
have an effect in the forum state; and (5) the act in, or effect on, the forum
state was a direct and foreseeable result of the conduct in furtherance of the
conspiracy.
12.

Constitutional Law

Courts

':

92

@G 10, 12, 12(2), 12(2.1)

Where a conspiracy is alleged and the defendants submit factual
evidence controverting personal jurisdiction as to them, the plaintiffmay not
rely upon conclusory allegations in his pleading that are unsupported by
evidence.
13.

Courts

: 10, 12, 12(2), 12(2.1)

Plaintiffs reliance on Delaware contacts, including two phone calls
and one e-mail directed to manager of plaintiffs corporation at his Delaware
office by defendants and the incorporation of defendant subsidiary company
in Delaware, does not support its conspiracy theory of personal jurisdiction
in Delaware. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).
14.

Courts

*:

10, 12, 12(2), 12(2.1)

When there is no evidence or even a claim that any meaningful,
substantial act or effect in furtherance of a conspiracy took place in
Delaware, Delaware contacts that included two phone calls and one e-mail
to manager of plaintiffs corporation in Delaware and incorporation of
defendant subsidiary company in Delaware will not support personal
jurisdiction under conspiracy theory.
15.

Courts

5

10, 12, 12(2), 12(2.1)

There must be recorded evidence of a conspiracy among the defendant
companies to solicit plaintiffs employees and to tortiously interfere with
plaintiffs contractual and business relationships.
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Courts

C

Federal Courts

12(2), 12(2.10), 12(2.25), 39
O 76, 76.10, 76.25

Under subsection 3104(c)(4) of Delaware's long-arm statute,
jurisdiction is authorized in cases where the defendant (or defendants agent)
has a general presence in the state, even if both the tortious act and the injury
occur outside of the state. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).

17.

Courts

r

Federal Courts

12(2), 12(2.10), 12(2.25), 39
76, 76.10, 76.25
O

The exercise of general jurisdiction under Delaware's long-arm statute
requires a higher level of activity within the forum state than does the
exercise of specific jurisdiction under subsection 3104(c)(3). DEL. CODE
ANN. tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).

18.

Courts
Federal Courts

C-12(2), 12(2.5), 12(2.10), 12(2.15),
12(2.25), 39
76, 76.5, 76.10, 76.16, 76.25
C

Under subsection 3104(cX4) jurisdiction arises only when a defendant
has had contacts with the state that are so extensive and continuing that it is
fair and consistent with state policy to require that the defendant appear here
and defend a claim. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).

19.

Courts

I

12(2), 12(2.5), 12(2.10), 12(2.15),
12(2.25), 39
C
76, 76.5, 76.10, 76.16, 76.25

Federal Courts

To establish general jurisdiction, the defendant must have current
contacts with the forum state. DEL. CoDEANN. tit 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).
20.

Courts
Federal Courts

C

12(2), 12(2.5), 12(2.10), 12(2.15),
12(2.25),39
C= 76, 76.5, 76.10, 76.16, 76.25

That individual manager of defendant corporation may have had
substantial contacts in the past with Delaware for three years is not probative
of whether the court has general jurisdiction over him today, where (1) the
cause of action does not arise out of those earlier contacts, and (2) the
individual manager's Delaware contacts after three years of employment are
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too attenuated to support personal jurisdiction grounded upon his general
presence in this state.
21.

Federal Courts

@=

76.15, 170B

A court is authorized in its discretion, under section 3104(c)(1), to
exercise jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant who transacts any
business or performs any character of work or service in Delaware and
whose cause ofaction arises from that transaction or work. DEL. CODEANN.
tit. 10, § 3104 (Supp. 1996).
22.

Courts
Federal Courts

12(2),12(2.30),39
0=76, 76.30,

To transact business in Delaware, a party must purposefully avail
itself of the privileges and benefits of Delaware law.
23.

Courts
Federal Courts

02=

12(2), 12(2.10), 12(2.25),39
02= 76, 76.10, 76.25

As a general matter telephone calls and an e-mail do not, in and of
themselves, automatically constitute transacting business within Delaware
sufficient to invoke jurisdiction because they cannot be a basis for the
plaintiffs cause of action for tortious interference. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 10,
§ 3104 (Supp. 1996).
24.

Federal Courts

0

170B

Under the agency theory of personal jurisdiction, only acts of the
agent that are directed by the principal may serve as a basis to assert
jurisdiction over the principal.
25.

Constitutional Law
Courts
0
Corporations
Federal Courts

e
305(4), 305(5)
12(2), 12(2.5), 12(2.10), 12(2.15), 17, 39
Q' 665
Q
76, 76.5, 76.10, 76.15

The mere ownership of stock in a Delaware corporation is not a
sufficient minimum contact with Delaware to permit a Delaware court to
exercise personal jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant consistent with
due process.
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Courts

OI

12(2), 12(2.5), 12(2.10), 12(2.15), 17, 39
s

Corporations

665

76, 76.5, 76.10, 76.15

Federal Courts

While the stock ownership of a Delaware subsidiary is not, without
more, a sufficient contact upon which to predicate jurisdiction, that contact
may be sufficient where the cause of action arises from the creation and
operation of the Delaware subsidiary.
27.

665(1)

*

Corporations

In double derivative actions, both parent and subsidiary corporations
are indispensable parties.
28.

Corporations

'

665(1)

A corporation consents to general jurisdiction in the Delaware courts
when it registers as a foreign corporation and appoints a Delaware agent for
service of process.
29.

V

Corporations

Courts

638, 665.5

12(2.10)

C

A foreign corporation cannot use the laws of this state to govern the
operations of its subsidiary and then, in a suit relating to the operation of the
subsidiary, claim thatjurisdiction in Delaware offends traditional notions of
fair play.
30.

@

Corporations
Courts

'

665.5

12(2.10)

Defendant corporation, established as a subsidiary of foreign parent
corporation in Delaware exclusively for reasons of administrative
convenience and corporate tax considerations, does not support jurisdiction
over the foreign corporation.
David C. Weiss, Esquire, and Richard S. Cobb, Esquire, of Duane, Morris
& Heckscher LLP, Wilmington, Delaware; and Michael N. Sheetz, Esquire,
and Peter M. Coppinger, Esquire, of Gadsby & Hannah LLP, Boston,
Massachusetts, of counsel, for plaintiff.
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Robert J. Steam Jr., Esquire, of Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington,
Delaware; and John M. Murphy, Esquire, and Anthony G. Stamato, Esquire,
of Baker & McKenzie, Chicago, Illinois, of counsel, for the Best defendants.
R. Judson Scaggs, Jr., Esquire, and William M. Lafferty, Esquire, of Morris,
Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell, Wilmington, Delaware; and Bruce L. Atkins,
Esquire, and Christine M. Stevenson, Esquire, of Contant, Scherby &
Atkins, Hackensack, New Jersey, of counsel, for defendant Raymond Arello.
JACOBS, Vice-Chancellor

In this action, the plaintiff, Computer People, Inc. ("Computer
People" or "the company"), claims that the defendants have engaged in a
conspiracy to induce several ofthe company's managers and other high level
employees to leave Computer People and join forces with the defendants.
The named defendants are Best International Group PLC ("Best PLC") and
Best People Limited ("Best Ltd."), both United Kingdom corporations; Best
International Group, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("Best USA"); and
Raymond Arello ("Arello"), a New Jersey resident.
The defendants other than Best USA have moved to dismiss the
complaint as to them under Court of Chancery Rule 12(b)(2) for lack of
personal jurisdiction. Additionally, all defendants have moved to dismiss
the action under Court of Chancery Rule 12(bX6) for failure to state a claim
upon which relief can be granted.
For the following reasons, the Court determines that it lacks personal
jurisdiction over defendants Arello, Best PLC, and Best Ltd., and grants the
motion to dismiss the complaint as to those defendants. The result is to
leave Best USA as the sole remaining defendant. Because neither side has
adequately briefed the 12(b)(6) motion with that contingency in mind, the
Court denies the Rule 12(b)(6) motion, with leave to renew based on briefs
that take into account the procedural consequences of the jurisdictional
ruling made here.
L BACKGROUND
The facts set forth below are derived from the complaint and the
affidavits filed in connection with these motions.
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The Parties
1.

Computer People

Computer People, a Delaware corporation, is a subsidiary of Delphi
PLC, a British corporation with branch offices throughout the United
Kingdom. Computer People provides specialized employment staffing
services on a contract basis within the information technology ("IT")
industry. The company has 14 branch offices nationwide grouped into three
regions. 1 Its business is to hire IT professionals ("consultants") and then
place those consultants with commercial and governmental entities. In those
environments, the consultants perform tasks that include programming,
system administration, applications development, system analysis and
design, and network administration and installation.
Each Computer People branch office has a manager who is
responsible for operating that office, and who has access to highly
confidential and sensitive information, including a database containing
detailed information about Computer People's consultants and clients.
Because of the sensitive and confidential nature of this information, all
managers are required to sign employment agreements that contain various
restrictive covenants covering topics such as employee non-solicitation,
customer non-solicitation, and confidentiality. Some Computer People
employees are also required to include non-competition provisions in their
employment agreements.
2.

The Defendants

Best PLC, a British corporation, is the corporate parent of several IT
placement subsidiaries throughout the world, including defendants Best
USA and Best Ltd. Defendants Best PLC and Best Ltd. do not own any real
estate, maintain any office, or conduct any business; and neither company is
registered to do business in Delaware. Best PLC and Best Ltd. also have no
Delaware mailing address, post office box, telephone number or listing; nor
do they generate any substantial revenue from Delaware operations or have
a designated agent for service of process in Delaware.
Best PLC incorporated Best USA in Delaware on August 12,1998 to
take advantage of the administrative convenience and corporate tax
1

The Western region, which has its headquarters in Los Angeles, includes branch offices
in Seattle, Portland, Dallas, and Houston. The Midwest region, which is headquartered in King of
Prussia, Pennsylvania, includes branch offices in Chicago, Detroit, Columbus, and Atlanta. The
Mid-Atlantic region, which has its headquarters in Wilmington, Delaware, includes branch offices

in New York City and King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.
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considerations associated with being a Delaware corporation. Best USA,
like Computer People, is in the business of placing consultants in the IT field
on a contractual basis. Best USA's principal place of business is in Freehold,
New Jersey, and it also maintains three branch offices outside New Jersey,
none of which are located in Delaware.2
Raymond Arello worked for Computer People from May 22, 1989
through May 15, 1998. Originally hired as the New York branch manager,
Arello served as Vice President and Regional Manager for Computer
People's Northeast region from January 1, 1993 through March 1, 1998. On
March 1, 1998, Arello was promoted to Senior Vice President for Computer
People and Alpine Computer System (a separate operating division located
in New York),3 with oversight responsibility for profit improvement in New
York and New Jersey.
Although he was a New Jersey resident, Arello initially had many
Delaware contacts as a Computer People employee. As a regional Vice
President from 1993 to 1996, Arello was responsible' for supervising
Computer People's Delaware branch office; and in that role he had frequent
contacts in Delaware with Michael Stanley, Computer People's Wilmington
branch office manager. Arello visited the Delaware branch office weekly
and communicated with that office almost daily by telephone and e-mail. He
also frequently attended sales and staff meetings in Delaware and was
available to answer operational and other questions for Stanley as needed.
Arello never lived in Delaware, however, and after 1996 his Delaware
contacts declined significantly.
In April 1998, Best Ltd. executives Susan E. Cuff ("Cuff") and
Michael R. Bayfield ("Bayfield") contacted Arello and offered him a
position with Best USA. In May 1998, Arello left Computer People after
being terminated as part of the company's cost-reduction plan. Thereafter,
Arello became Best USA's President and Chief Executive Officer, and
presently works out of Best USA's Freehold, New Jersey headquarters.
After he left Computer People, Arello's only Delaware contact occurred in
1998, when he had lunch with Stanley in Delaware and toured Computer
People's new Wilmington, Delaware facility.

'The branches are located in Los Angeles, California; Dallas, Texas; and Seattle,

Washington.
'Alpine is involved in remote systems management, outsourcing, computer network
design, and consulting services.
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The Defendants' Alleged Solicitation of
Computer People Employees

Computer People claims that the defendants have conspired to lure
away five key Computer People employees (including 4 of its 14 branch
managers) who had access to sensitive and confidential company
information. These defecting employees included former bianch managers
Thomas P. Meola ("Meola"), William Kalinowski ("Kalinowski"), Jon
Raymond ("Raymond"), and Brian Mitchell .("Mitchell"), and former
employee Chelsey D. English ("English"). What follows is a brief summary
of the alleged wrongful acts committed by the defendants. None of those
acts occurred in Delaware.
1.

Meola

From December 16, 1994 until he resigned on September 8, 1998,
Meola was Computer People's New York branch manager. During the
summer of 1998, Meola met twice with Bayfield, and he also met with Cuff
on an unspecified number of occasions. According to the complaint atthese
meetings Bayfield allegedly promised Meola that he would be the "number
two" person in charge of Best USA, and he offered Meola a one-year
guaranteed employment contract that promised yearly compensation of
approximately $350,000.
On August 27, 1998, Meola gave Computer People notice of his
resignation effective September 25, 1998. Over the Labor Day weekend,
Arello, who had remained friends with Meola since he left Computer
People,4 contacted Meola and persuaded him to accept employment with
Best USA, where Meola is now currently employed.
2.

Kalinowsld

From January 1, 1989 until September 30, 1993, Kalinowski was
Computer People's Los Angeles branch manager; and from October 1,1993,
to September 30, 1997, he was its Atlanta branch manager. Kalinowski
again served as Computer People's Los Angeles branch manager from
October 1, 1997, until he resigned on September 4, 1998.
In July or August 1998, Bayfield and Cuff, acting on behalf of Best
Ltd. and/or Best PLC, solicited Kalinowski to leave Computer People and
join Best USA. On August 6, 1998, Kalinowski tendered his resignation

'AmIo and Meolawm colleagte working in the sam regionviHile both w=r employed
atComputerPeople. Arello hired and managed Meola in the NewYorkbranch office fortwo years.
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and gave Computer People one month's notice. Kalinowski now works for
Best USA in its Los Angeles branch office.
3.

Raymond

From July 7, 1997, until February 2, 1998, Raymond was an account
manager in Computer People's Seattle office. On February 2, 1998,
Raymond became the Seattle branch office manager, where he remained
until his resignation on May 26, 1998. Shortly thereafter, Bayfield and Cuff,
acting on behalf of Best Ltd. and/or Best PLC, offered Raymond a position
with Best USA. Raymond is now Best USA's Seattle office branch manager.
4.

itchell

From July 1, 1987 until he resigned on July 28, 1998, Mitchell was
employed by Computer People, first as a contract sales executive in its New
York office, then as its Wilmington, Delaware branch manager, and finally
as its Dallas, Texas branch manager. By letter dated June 29, 1998, Mitchell
tendered his resignation, effective July 28, 1998. Sometime during the
summer of 1998, the defendants, including Bayfield and Cuff acting on
behalf of Best Ltd. and/or Best PLC, contacted Mitchell in an effort to
recruit him for Best USA. It is unclear from the complaint whether this
contact occurred during or after Mitchell's employment with Computer
People; but in any event, Mitchell now works for Best USA as its Dallas
branch manager.
S.

English

On July 27, 1998, English resigned from Computer People's Dallas
office, effective August 14, 1998. At some point, Mitchell allegedly
contacted English to recruit her on behalf of Best USA for the Dallas office.
It is unclear from the complaint whether this contact occurred before or after
English terminated her employment with Computer People. In any event,
English now works for Mitchell in Best USA's Dallas office.
C.

Other Alleged Solicitation Efforts

The plaintiff also alleges that beginning in January or February 1998,
Bayfield and Cuff (on behalf of Best Ltd. and Best PLC) began to solicit
Computer People's Mid-Atlantic branch manager, Michael Stanley, who is
based in Wilmington, Delaware. That is the only solicitation activity
claimed to have occurred in Delaware. There were two other alleged
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telephone call solicitations by Bayfield from outside Delaware to Stanley's
Delaware office, during which Bayfield allegedly informed Stanley that Best
was "coming to the United States" and invited Stanley to join them. On
May 21, Bayfield and Cuffmet with Stanley at the Philadelphia Airport and
again solicited him to join Best's 'United States team." One month later, in
June or July 1998, Stanley had a follow up meeting with Bayfield and Cuff
in New York, and also received an e-mail from Bayfield at his Wilmington
office. Ultimately, however, Stanley resisted these blandishments and
decided to stay with Computer People.
In April 1998, Best Ltd. executives Cuff and Bayfield contacted
Geoffrey Richardson, who at that time was Computer People's Senior Vice
President of Recruiting and the Director of its National Resourcing Office.
Cuff and Bayfield offered Richardson a position with Best USA. The
complaint does not allege that Richardson presently works for the defendants
or that he intends to work for the defendants in the future.
IL THE CONTENTIONS
Computer People's complaint has six counts. Count One alleges that
the defendants tortiously interfered with Computer People's contractual
relationship with its employees through its various solicitations. Computer
People contends that its former employees cannot perform similar services
for Best USA without violating the express terms of their Computer People
employment agreements, because those employees, once employed by Best
USA, will inevitably: (i) solicit and/or disclose the names of the customers
and consultants that are a part of Computer People's database and/or
workforce; and (ii) use and disclose other confidential Computer People
information in the course of performing their managerial duties.
Count Two alleges that the defendants have tortiously interfered with
Computer People's business relations by intentionally recruiting Computer
People's key managerial employees. This depletion of its upper-level
employees, Computer People claims, has caused or will cause the
termination of Computer People's present or prospective business relations
with its clients.
Count Three alleges that Arello's solicitation of Computer People's
employees (in particular Meola) violated his employment agreement with
Computer People. Count Four contends that that same conduct breached
Arello's common law fiduciary duty owed by him to Computer People.
Count Five alleges that Best Ltd. and Best PLC, through Bayfield and Cuff,
knowingly participated and assisted in Arello's breach of fiduciary duty to
Computer People.
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The final count, Count Six, alleges that the defendants are parties to
a conspiracy to create and operate Best USA as the vehicle for defendants'
efforts to interfere tortiously with Computer People's contractual and
business relationships.
Defendants Arello, Best PLC, and Best Ltd., have moved to dismiss
this action under Court of Chancery Rule 12(b)(2) for lack ofjurisdiction
over the person. (The defendants concede that the Court has personal
jurisdiction over Best USA, which is a Delaware corporation.). In addition,
all four defendants have moved to dismiss the complaint under Court of
Chancery Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted. Only the first of these motions is addressed, for the reasons
discussed later herein.
ML ANALYSIS
A.

Applicable Legal Standards

[1-3] To overcome a challenge to personal jurisdiction under Court of
Chancery Rule 12(b)(2), a plaintiff must establish, OM Lade, that this
Court has personal jurisdiction over the moving defendant' In that context
all factual inferences are viewed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff.6
Where, as here, the plaintiff attempts to effect service of process under the
Delaware Long Arm Statute, 10 P
§3104, the plaintiffmust prove that
(i) the defendants' alleged conduct falls within one or more of the statutorily
enumerated categories that confer jurisdiction and that (ii) the Courts
exercise ofpersonal jurisdiction satisfies the due process requirements ofthe
Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution.7
[4-8] The pertinent provisions of Delaware's Long Arm Statute, 10 MIX§3104(c), state:
(c)

As to a cause of action brought by any person arising
from any of the acts enumerated in this section, a court
may exercise personal jurisdiction over any non-

'Mnev,.Jn%. v.yHearthstone Funding,Coo., Iel. Ch., CA. No. 13304, mon. op. at

8, Allen, C.(May 10, 1994). The plaintiff bears the burden of showing by evidence that the fact
finder could determine that the factual predicate for jurisdiction has been proven. M,at 2 (citing
Ha

djding -Co

exeLBpnh mq1mbrt. Inc.. Del. Ch., 593 A.2d 535,539 (1991)).

%Outon
-inirnu Ee.Entrs..Jnc. v.myaeneruovi"-mer JIc.. DeL Super., 685 A.2d
724,727 (1996).
'ktercuJesnc.yv.LeeTrstanBd.w8Bhamas) Ltg Del. Supr., 611 A.2d 476, 480
(192),
- 507 U.S. 1025 (1993).
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resident, or a personal representative, who in person or
through an agent:
(1)

Transacts any business or performs any character
of work or service in the State;

(3)

Causes tortious injury in the State by an act or
omission in this State;
Causes tortious injury in the State or outside of
the State by an act or omission outside the State
if the person regularly does or solicits business,
engages in any other persistent course of conduct
in the State or derives substantial revenue from
services, or things used or consumed in the State.

(4)

Subsections (c)(l) and (c)(3) authorize "transactional" or "specific"
jurisdiction in cases where the cause of action arises out of the defendants
conduct in the State of Delaware.' Under those subsections a single act in
Delaware will suffice. Subsection (c)(4), on the other hand, creates
"general" jurisdiction in cases where the cause of action is unrelated to the
relevant Delaware contacts.9 General jurisdiction under subsection (cX4)
requires a greater, more continuous pattern of contacts with the forum than
does "single act" jurisdiction under subsection (c)(l), (2), or (3). The
"tradeoff' for this stricter requirement is that the activities which create that
general presence need not be the basis for the plaintiffs cause of action.
[9] In narrowly defined circumstances, personal jurisdiction may also be
established under a common law "conspiracy theory." The conspiracy theory
of jurisdiction is not, strictly speaking, an independent jurisdictional basis,
but rather, is a shorthand reference to an analytical framework where a
defendant's conduct that either occurred or had a substantial effect in
Delaware is attributed to a defendant who would not otherwise be amenable
to jurisdiction in Delaware. 0

'Sears. Roebuck &Co. v. Sears PLC D. Del., 744 F. Supp. 1289, 1292 (1990).

9Ld.

"tesan Mu note 5,at 19-20 (citing Hercules Inc. v. Leu Trust &Banking Del.
Supr., 611 A.2d 476,482 n.6 (1992)).
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The Jurisdictional Motion

[10] In opposition to the defendants Rule 12(b)(2) motion, Computer
People has identified three categories of"Delaware contacts" that, it claims,

support personal jurisdiction over the defendants. These contacts are: (i)
Arello's continuing presence in Delaware as a Computer People employee
from 1993 to 1996; (ii) two telephone calls and one e-mail made by Bayfield

and Cuff to Stanley at his Delaware office; and (iii) the incorporation of Best
USA in Delaware. These three sets of contacts, Computer People argues, are

sufficient to establish personal jurisdiction (a) over Arello under 10 Del, C.
§3104(c)(1), (c)(3), (6)(4), and underthe conspiracy theory; and (b)over Best
§3104(c)(1) and the conspiracy theory.
PLC and Best Ltd. under 10 D
I disagree, and conclude that the plaintiff has failed to establish that this
Court has personal jurisdiction over any of these defendants."'
1.

The Conspiracy Theory

Computer People first attempts to support jurisdiction over Best Ltd.,
Best PLC, and Arello on the basis that Best USA was incorporated in
Delaware and then was operated as part of a conspiracy among the
non-Delaware defendants to interfere tortiously with Computer People's
contractual and business relationships with employees, consultants, and
customers. This alleged conspiracy forms the linchpin of Computer People's
jurisdictional argument.
[11] Under the "conspiracy theory" ofjurisdiction, a plaintiff may establish
personal jurisdiction over a nonresident only if it satisfies five elements,

namely, by showing that:
(1) a conspiracy... existed; (2) the defendant was a member
of the conspiracy; (3) a substantial act or substantial effect in
furtherance of the conspiracy occurred in the forum state; (4)
the defendant knew or had reason to know the act in the forum
state or that acts outside the forum state would have an effect

in the forum state; and (5) the act in, or effect on, the forum
state was a direct and foreseeable result of the conduct in

furtherance of the conspiracy."
"That finding makes it unnecessary to reach the due process component of the
analysis.
jurisdictional
'2 nstitutoBscario Italiano-SA v. Hunter En,-pCo.,Del. Supr., 449 A.2d 210,225
(1982); Carlton Invs. v. TLC Beaice ntl Holdics. Inc.. Del. Ch., C.A. No. 13950, mem. op. at
29, Allen, C.(Nov. 21, 1995) (the "proper invocation of this basis ofjurisdiction requires factual
proof of each enumerated element.'), appeal refused Del. Supr., 676 A.2d 908 (Jan. 22, 1996);
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The test ultimately "turnson the imputation to the [alleged] conspirator of
meaningful activity on behalf of the conspiracy which occurred and caused
effects in Delaware." '3
[12] The conspiracy theory of jurisdiction is narrowly and strictly
construed; otherwise, that theory would become a facile way for a plaintiff
to circumvent the minimum contacts requirement of International Shoe
Co.v.Washinn.4 For that reason, where a conspiracy is alleged and the
defendants submit factual evidence controverting personal jurisdiction as to
them, the plaintiff may not rely upon conclusory allegations in his pleading
that are unsupported by evidence."5 Such allegations will not be sufficient
to overcome a motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction.
[13] The Delaware contacts upon which Computer People relies to support
its conspiracy theory of jurisdiction are (i) the two phone calls and one
e-mail directed to Stanley at his Delaware office, and (ii) the incorporation
of Best USA in Delaware. I find, for the reasons next discussed, that these
contacts are insufficient to support personal jurisdiction in Delaware over
Best PLC, Best Ltd., or Arello.
[14] First, assuming there was a conspiracy, there is no evidence (or even
a claim) that any meaningful, "substantial act or effect" in furtherance of that
conspiracy took place in Delaware. 6 As discussed below, the
aforementioned Delaware contacts are insufficient to sustain personal
jurisdiction over any of the defendants, because those contacts are not a
sufficiently significantbasis to support jurisdiction under §3104(c). For this
reason also, these contacts are also not "substantial acts or effects" in
furtherance ofthe conspiracy that would support personal jurisdiction under
the conspiracy theory.

Npwsan ==note 5, at 18-19 ("all [five elements] mustbe satisfiedbefore aDelaware courtmay
exercise personal jurisdiction").
"IHMG/CourlandProjegres.Inc.y. Gfy, Del. Ch., CA No. 15789, mem. op. at 15-16,
Strine, V.C. (Jan. 13, 1999) (emphasis added).
14326 U.S. 310 (1945).
e Newsp suvira note 5, at 20-21; Carlton Inys., su2ra note 12, at 29; Nartex
Consulting Corn. v. Watt.D.C. Cir., 722 F.2d 779,787 (1983) (Wald, J.)
("[blald speculations that
defendants are alleged co-conspirators do not constitute the threshold showing needed to carry the
burden of establishing personal jurisdiction"), cet. denied 467 U.S. 1210 (1984); Jarmuth y.
Tureskl. D.D.C., 815 F. Supp. 4, 6 (1993) (noting that the "%are allegation' of conspiracy or

agency is insufficient to establishpersonajurisdiction!); Hasenfus y. Cororte Air Servs..DD.C,

700 F.Supp. 58,62 (1988) (noting the insufficiency of an "argument... based solely on conclusory
statements and allegations that the nonresident defendants were co-conspirators.").
tIstitute Bancario,449 A2d at225 (requiring forjurisdiction that a"substantial act
or substantial effect in furtherance of the conspiracy occurred in the forum state"); Abaiiau .
KsnfL Del.Ch., CA. No. 11425, mem. op. at 27, Allen, C. (Jan. 17,1992) ("[The conspiracy
theory.. requires that asubstantial act or substantial effect [occur] in the forum state in furtherance
of the alleged conspiracy.").
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[15] Second, Computer People has furnished the Court with only
conclusory and unsupported allegations that there was a conspiracy.17 In the
face of the contrary evidence offered by the defendants, the plaintiff has
failed factually to support the conclusory allegation in its complaint that the
defendants conspired to interfere tortiously with Computer People's
contractual and business relationships. That is, there is no record eidne
of any conspiracy among Arello, Best PLC, and Best Ltd. (through Bayfield
and Cuff) to solicit Computer People employees. Accordingly, the plaintiff
has failed to satisfy the first of Instituto Bancaio's five elements.
2.

Areflo's Delaware Contacmts as a Compateir People
Employee

[16-18]
Despite the plaintiffs contrary argument, Arello's Delaware
contacts as a Computer People employee between 1993 and 1996 are not
sufficient to sustain general personal jurisdiction over him under 10 DOe1_C.
§3104(c)(4). That provision (to repeat) authorizes jurisdiction in cases
where the defendant (or the defendant's agent) has a "general presence in the
State," even if both the tortious act and the injury occur outside of
Delaware."8 The exercise of "general" jurisdiction under §3104(c)(4)
requires a higher level of activity within the forum state than does the
exercise of "specific" jurisdiction under (c)(3).' Specifically, subsection
(cX4) jurisdiction arises only "when a defendant has had contacts with this
state that are so extensive and continuing that it is fair and consistent with
state policy to require that the defendant appear here and defend a claim."'
[19-20]
Computer People argues that Arello's extensive Delaware
contacts during the 1993 to 1996 period while he was employed with
Computer People, were extensive and continuing. The difficulty, however,
is that to establish general jurisdiction under subsection (c)(4), the defendant
must have i
contacts with the forum state.21 That Arello may have had
substantial contacts with Delaware from 1993 to 1996 is not probative of
whether this Court has general jurisdiction over him today, where (as here)
(i) the cause of action does not arise out of those earlier contacts, and (ii)

"In fact, many of the critical allegations in their complaint are based solely "upon
information and belief."
etm
Cdm.he
d.LA
D. Dcl., 772 F.Supp. 1458,1469 (1991).
"ited-States v. Consolida exlRail Cow. D. Del., 674 F. Supp. 138, 145 (1987).
"Red Soil Ete*r Ltd, FatesLP. v. RadioCityMusicProds..Tc.. Dcl. Cti, CA.No.
12036, mern. op. at 5-6, Allen, C.(July 10, 1991).
2So §3104(cX4) (providing for jurisdiction when "person regularly does or solicits
business, engages in any other persistent course of conduct in the State or derives substantial
revenue from services, or things used or consumed in the State." (italics added)).
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Arello's post-1996 Delaware contacts are too attenuated to support personal
jurisdiction grounded upon his "general presence in this state."'
3.

The Two Phone Calls and One E-mail to Stanley at his
Delaware Office

Computer People next argues that the two telephone calls and one
e-mail directed to Stanley at his Delaware office suffice to support personal
jurisdiction over Best PLC, Best Ltd., and Arello under §3104(cXl). Again,
I cannot agree.
[21-22]
Section 3104(c)(1) authorizes a court, in its discretion, to
exercise jurisdiction over a non-resident defendant who "[t]ransacts any
business or performs any character of work or service in" Delaware and
whose cause of action arises from that transaction or work. Under that
subsection, an act or acts must have occurred in Delaware, and the plaintiffs
causes of action must arise from that act or acts.O To "transact business" in
Delaware, a party must purposefully avail itself ofthe privileges and benefits
of Delaware law.24
[23] As to Best PLC and Best Ltd., Computer People's argument fails
because as a general matter telephone calls and an e-mail do not, in and of
themselves, automatically constitute "transact[ing] business" within
Delaware sufficient to invoke jurisdiction under §3104(cX1).2 Even when
the argument is considered in this specific factual context it does not work,
because the two telephone calls and one e-mail cannot be a basis for the
plaintiffs causes of action for tortious interference. The company does not
claim these Delaware contacts induced Stanley to leave Computer People to
work for Best USA; indeed, plaintiff concedes that Stanley remained a
Computer People employee. Nor are these "contacts" relevant as evidence
of a conspiracy because, for the reasons earlier discussed, the plaintiffs
conspiracy theory is legally deficient.

*=J.Royal ParkerAssocs. Inc. v. Parco Brawn & Root, Inc. Del. CiL, CA No. 7013,
mere. op. at 7, Berger, V.C. (Nov. 30,1984) (finding that general jurisdiction was satisfied where
defendant"regularly advertises in Delaware or carries on some other continuous course ofactivity
in the state"); Red Sail Ma note 20, at 5-6 (holding that statutoryprovision will only apply where
defendant "has had contacts with [Delaware] that are so extensive and continuing that it is fair and
consistent with state policy to require the defendant [to appear and] defend a claim.").
"Applied Biostems.772 F. Supp. at 1466.
.Consolidated Rail Corn, 674 F.Supp. at 142; Regencv Housing & Drilling L.PJ. v.
CohM.Del. Supr., CA. No. 89C-DE-70, 1991 WIL 190311, at *4, Gebelein, . (Sept. 11, 1991).
&Fischerv.
lton, D.DeL,549 F.Supp. 389,390 (1982) (finding thatmere "phone
calls do not constitute a transacting of business within the State of Delaware for purposes of
subsection (c)(1).');
Kostery. Automark Indus.. Inc. 7th Cir., 640 F.2d 77, 79(1981) (discussing
minimum contacts, courtfoundthattelephone calls, in and ofthemselves, could not conferpersonal
jurisdiction).
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Computer People next claims that Arello is subject to personal
jurisdiction under §3104(a)(l) because Bayfield and Cuff s solicitation of
Stanley on behalf of Best USA may be attributed to Arello as the president
and CEO of Best USA. Stated differently, Computer People argues that
Bayfield and Cuff were Arello's agents, and that therefore Bayfield's two
telephone calls to Stanley and the e-mail to Stanley's Delaware office should
be attributed to Arello.
[24] This argument also lacks merit. Under the agency theory of personal
jurisdiction, only acts of the agent that are directed by the principal may
serve as a basis to assertjurisdiction over the principal.' The complaint here
does not allege, nor does the factual record show, that Arello directed anyone
- Bayfield included - to contact Stanley in Delaware to induce him to join
Best USA. Therefore, Bayfield and Cuffs Delaware contacts with Stanley
may not be imputed to Arello to establish personal jurisdiction over him
under §3104(c)(1).27
4.

The lineorporation of Best USA in Delaware

Finally, the plaintiff asserts that the act of incorporating Best USA in
Delaware is enough, in and of itself, to establish jurisdiction over Best PLC
and Best Ltd. The plaintiff relies on a line of cases that raise the issue
presented here: whether the creation, ownership, and operation of a
Delaware subsidiary (Best USA) is sufficient to invoke personal jurisdiction
over the foreign parent (Best PLC).2
[25] In haefC
eo
("Shaffer") the United States Supreme Court
held that the mere ownership of stock in a Delaware corporation is not a
sufficient "minimum contact" with Delaware to permit a Delaware court to
exercise personal jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant consistent with
Thereafter, in Paendjick v. Robert Bosch GnmbH
due process.
(,,a
,ej
,t),30 the Delaware Supreme Court confronted the issue of
whether the "mere ownership" principle of SUM precluded a Delaware
court from exercising jurisdiction over a foreign corporation in a case where
the cause of action was related to and arose out of the foreign parent's
creation and operation of a Delaware subsidiary. Later, in a somewhat

AMlI. Biosvgis 772 F.Supp. at 1465-66.
'Although the plaintiff in its complaint invokes jurisdiction under 10 Me. C.
§3104(c)(3), they do not make any argument based upon subsection (c)(3) in their brief
Accordingly, that argument is deemed to have been abandoned.
nSbatterv. HItne 433 U.S. 186 (1977); SMhen'v. 1keil Del. Supr, 550A.2d 1105
(1988); Pmendick v. RobertBosch GmbH. Del. Supr., 410 A.2d 148 (1979).
29433 U.S. 186 (1977).
"Del. Supr., 410 A.2d 148 (1979).
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different context, the Delaware Supreme Court revisited the Shaffer issue in
Sternberg v. O~eil ("Ste mbrg")."
In Papendick, a German corporation (Bosch) formed a Delaware
subsidiary (RBNA) to serve as a vehicle to acquire the stock of another
company. The plaintiff filed a breach of contract action in Delaware. The
action arose out of that stock acquisition transaction. Bosch argued that
because its sole Delaware contact was its "mere" ownership of RBNA stock,
underShaffer that was an insufficient basis to establish personal jurisdiction.
The Delaware Supreme Court disagreed. It held that Delaware could
exercise jurisdiction over Bosch because the formation of RBNA was an
integral part of the scheme of wrongdoing challenged in the complaint, and
because in forming RBNA, Bosch had purposefully utilized the benefits and
protections of Delaware law in connection with the challenged stock
acquisition transaction.32
[26] PpMdick stands for the proposition that while the stock ownership
of a Delaware subsidiary is not, without more, a sufficient contact upon
which to predicate jurisdiction, that contact may be sufficient where the
cause of action arises from the creation and operation of the Delaware
subsidiary. In this case, Computer People alleges that the defendants
incorporated Best USA in Delaware in furtherance of a conspiracy to cause
key Computer People employees to desert the company. Accordingly, the
plaintiffcontends, the creation and operation of Best USA supports personal
jurisdiction over Best USA for the same reason that the formation of RBNA
supported jurisdiction over Bosch in Papndick.
I have already determined that the plaintiffs conspiracy theory
argument fails, not as a matter of theory but as a matter of evidence. As
earlier discussed, the plaintiff has not satisfied the conspiracy theory
requirements for establishing jurisdiction, because there is no record
evidence (save, perhaps, for Computer People's suppositions based on
"information and belief") to support that conspiracy theory. Having rejected
the conspiracy theory, the Court will not now reverse itself and permit
plaintiffto use that theory to prop up its Papendick/JIh argument. The
plaintiffhas failed to show, in a procedurally proper way, that Best USA was
created to further a conspiracy to steal Computer People's employees.
[27-28]
Also misplaced is the plaintiffs reliance on S.k.mberg. There,
a plaintiff brought a double derivative action against an Ohio corporation
(GenCorp) and its wholly-owned Delaware subsidiary (RKO). Although no
claim was alleged directly against the parent, GenCorp, the parent was
named as a defendant because "in double derivative actions, both parent and
"Del. Supr., 550 A.2d 1105 (1988).
12Papendic 410 A.2d at 152.
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subsidiary corporations are indispensable parties."33 In upholding personal
jurisdiction over GenCorp, the Supreme Court articulated two separate
grounds for its decision. The first was that GenCorp had consented to
general jurisdiction in the Delaware courts, because it had registered as a
foreign corporation and had appointed a Delaware agent for service of
process. 3' Second (and even though the Court could have ended its analysis
at that point), it proceeded to uphold personal jurisdiction over GenCorp on
the ground that its ownership of RKO was a sufficient minimum contact,
since the
basis for the double derivative action was GenCorp's operation of
35
RKO.
[29] Commentators have interpreted Steinbergintwo quite different ways.
One interpretation views Steinberg as recognizing a narrow "double
derivative suit exception" to the Sh
r rule. The other interpretation reads
Stporg more broadly, as expanding Sbaffe. to validate personal
jurisdiction in Delaware over a majority stockholder of a Delaware
subsidiary, in any suit "relating to the operation of the subsidiary."36 In this
case, the Court need not decide which interpretation is correct, because
under either view the plaintiffs argument falls short.
[30] Under the narrow ("double derivative suit exception") reading of
Sternberp. the plaintiffs argument fails because the plaintiff here has not
brought a double derivative action. Under the broad interpretation, the
argument falters because Computer People has failed to show in a factually
sufficient way that its causes of action arise out of Best PLC's operation,
control, or ownership of Best USA. Although the complaint alleges
conclusorily that all four defendants were involved in incorporating Best
USA for wrongful purposes, all that the undisputed evidence shows is that
Best USA "was established as a subsidiary of [Best PLC] ... in Delaware
exclusively for reasons of administrative convenience and corporate tax

g 550 A2d at 1124.
'Id at 1115-16. The same is not true of the defendants in the instant case.
31Ld at 1116-26. Specifically, the Court held that "a foreign corporation cannot use the
33St

laws of this State to govern the operations of its subsidiary and then, in a suit relating to the

operation of the subsidiary, claim thatjurisdiction in Delaware offends traditional notions of fair
play." I& at 1121.

x

DonaldJ. Wolfe, Jr. end Michael A.Pittenger, Corae and Co merci al Pratice

SJThe
qDlawrwe Court of Chanmy (1998), at §3-5(cX3); William A. Voxman,

rJisdi-cUion Over

aParent Corooration inits Subsidiarys State of ncornoration. 141 U.Pa. L. Rev. 327,363-66

(1992); s
Ou-kumm m note 6, at 728 (rejecting the broad interpretation of znbmg
by stating that the decision "cannot mean that Delaware courts may always exercise personal

jurisdiction over the foreign parent of a Delaware subsidiary or any cause of action arising out of
the operation or acts of that subsidiary, regardless of where the operative facts transpired or the
parent's contacts with Delaware. Otherwise, mere ownership of a Delaware subsidiary would in
practice subject a foreign parent to our jurisdiction, a result inconsistent with due process.").
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considerations."37 That, without more, does not support this conclusory
allegation for purposes of sustaining jurisdiction over Best USA's foreign
corporate parent, Best PLC. That evidence is also insufficient to establish
personal jurisdiction over Best Ltd., a separate subsidiary of Best PLC (and
sister corporation ofBest USA), which is not alleged to have played any role
in incorporating Best USA in Delaware.

For the foregoing reasons, the Court determines that it lacks personal
jurisdiction over defendants Arello, Best PLC, and Best Ltd., and grants
their motion to dismiss under Rule 12(bX2). Because Best USA will remain
in the case as the sole defendant, I denythe defendants' 12(bX6) motion with
leave to renew based on briefs that take into account the Courts
jurisdictional ruling. IT IS SO ORDERED.

JNRE DAIRY MART CONVENIENCE STORES, INC.
No. 14,713
Courtof Chancery of the State of Delaware,New Castle
May 24, 1999
Plaintiff, a shareholder of Dairy Mart, and defendants, the board of
directors of Dairy Mart, both filed cross-motions for summary judgment.
Defendants also moved that the plaintiff be disqualified as class
representative. Defendants claimed that plaintiff could not act as a
shareholder representative because plaintiff sought control of defendants'
corporation, plaintiff was a competitor of defendants, and plaintiffs
participation in the litigation stemmed from it officers' hostility towards the
defendants board. Plaintiff contended that the proper standard of review

"Bayfleld Aff. at 8.
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was under an entire fairness standard, while defendants maintained that the
proper standard was Unocal/Unitrin.
The court of chancery, per Chancellor Chandler, denied both
plaintiffs and defendants' summary judgment motions because there
remained triable issues of fact concerning the reasonableness of the board's
investigation and the reasonableness of the response to the threat perceived;
and whether the board was properly informed about the mechanics and
effects of the restructuring and the fairness ofthe terms of the transaction to
the company's public shareholders.
Chancellor Chandler also denied defendants' motion to disqualify the
representative plaintiff. The court held that defendants' had not been able to
show a substantial likelihood that other shareholders would be in any way
prejudiced by plaintiffs other potentially dissimilar motives, because there
was no evidence to support the defendants' contention that the plaintiff used
its position as representative to gain an unfair advantage.
1.

Corporations

0=

207.1

Before plaintiff in a derivative action can be found to be disqualified
to maintain an action, a defendant must show that serious conflict of interest
exists, by virtue of one factor or combination of factors, and that plaintiff
cannot be expected to act in interest of others because doing so would harm
his other interests; therefore, defendant must show substantial likelihood that
derivative action is not being used as a device for the benefit of the
shareholders.
2.

Corporations

@

207.1

Factors to be considered in determining whether a derivative plaintiff
may maintain the lawsuit include, but not limited to, the economic
antagonisms between representatives and class; the relative magnitude of
plaintiffs personal interest as compared to his interest in the derivative
action itself; and plaintiffs vindictiveness towards the defendants.
3.

Corporations

Ca

207.1

Defendants had not established a substantial likelihood that other
shareholders would be prejudiced by plaintiffs motives when they contended
that plaintiff sought to take over the defendants' corporation, that plaintiff is
a competitor of the defendants and plaintiffs apparent dislike of defendants'
board of directors.
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Pleading

O

34(1), 48

Complaints in civil action need only give defendant fair notice of a
claim and are to be liberally construed.
5.

Judgment

c

181(1)

If there is no dispute as to material facts, matter is ripe for summary
judgment.
6.

Judgment

C

181(1)

In any application for summary judgment, the court must view the
evidence in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.
7.

Judgment

Om 183

Mere filing of cross motion for summary judgment does not serve as
waiver of movanfs right to assert existence of factual dispute as to other
party's motion.
8.

Judgment

Cem 185(6)

Court had discretion to deny summary judgment when it decided that
a more thorough development ofthe record would have clarified the law or
its application.
9.

Corporations

On 310(1)

The enhanced scrutiny of Unocal/Unitrinapplies whenever a board
unilaterally adopts a defensive measure in reaction to a perceived threat to
corporate policy including circumstances where a board acts in response to
a specific takeover threat and when it adopts measures designed to ward off
future potential advances.
10.

Corporations

C

310(1)

To endure a court's scrutiny under Unocal/Unitrin, a board of
directors must demonstrate that, in good faith and after reasonable
investigation, it identified a legitimate threat to corporate policy and
effectiveness; furthermore, the board must show that it implemented a
defensive response that was proportional to the threat perceived in that it fell
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within a range of reasonableness; was not preclusive of a third-party proxy
contest; and was not coercive in the sense that the board crammed down on
its shareholders a management-sponsored transaction.
11.

Corporations

O

310(1)

Once the board of directors survived the enhanced scrutiny under the
Unocal/Unitrinanalysis, the traditional business judgment rule was applied
to shield the directors' defensive decision.
12.

Corporations

0

310(1)

If a board fails to make the required showing under the
Unocal/Unftrinanalysis, the board could still satisfy their burden by proving
the entire fairness of the transaction.
13.

Judgment

O=' 183

Denial of cross-motions for summary judgment was appropriate when
there was a dispute for why the board restructured the transaction when it did
and whether the defendants board was properly informed when it decided
to endorse a transaction that gave effective voting control to the two
management insiders.
14.

Judgment

'

183

Denial of cross-motions for summary judgment was appropriate when
there was a triable issue of fact whether the directors performed an
independent inquiry and conducted a reasonable investigation into whether
defendants' threat or the plaintiffs offer posed a threat to the defendants that
merited handing voting control to two board members; and whether
restructurhig the transaction would have a preclusive effect upon a third
party proxy contest.
15.

Corporations

cam

185

Where a controlling shareholder had the power to influence the
competing sides of a bargaining process, and where there were claims of
actual abuse of that power to the benefit of the controlling shareholder at the
corporation's expense, the court subjected the transaction in question to
entire fairness review.
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Judgment

Cm= 183

Summary judgment on the issue of entire fairness was inappropriate
when either side had at least a theoretical possibility of carrying the burden
of proof at trial.
17.

Corporations

C2= 584

The burden of proving entire fairness remains with the defendants
when the business judgment rule presumptions have been rebutted and the
Unocal/Unitrinrequires the board to make the necessary showings.
18.

Corporations

3

584

The burden of proving entire fairness remains with the defendants
when two of the directors voting to prove the transaction may have been
motivated by self-interest and significant issues of fact remain to the level
and quality of information available to outside directors when they ratified
the contested transaction.
19.

Corporations

0

584

The burden of proving entire fairness remains with the defendants
when there were no procedural safe guards employed (i.e., a special
committee) that might have had the effect of shifting the burden of proof
back to the plaintiff at trial.
Andre G. Bouchard, Esquire, and Joel E. Friedlander, Esquire, of Bouchard,
Friedlander & Maloneyhuss, Wilmington, Delaware; Ballard, Spahr,
Andrews & Ingersoll, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, of counsel; and
Silverman, Harnes, Harnes, Prussin & Keller, New York, New York, of
counsel, for plaintiff.
Grover C. Brown, Esquire, and Joseph C. Schoell, Esquire, of Morris,
James, Hitchens & Williams, Wilmington, Delaware, for Dairy Mart.
Michael D. Goldman, Esquire, and James F. Burnett, Esquire, of Potter,
Anderson & Corroon LLP, Wilmington, Delaware; Steven Hansen, Esquire,
of Bingham Dana, Boston, Massachusetts, of counsel, for defendants
Charles Nirenberg and Mitchell J. Kupperman.
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Gilchrist Sparks, I, Esquire, R. Judson Scaggs, Jr., Esquire, and David J.
Teklits, of Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell, Wilmington, Delaware; Dennis
J. Block, Esquire, and Steven G. Brody, Esquire, of Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft, New York, New York, of counsel, for defendants
Robert B. Stein, Jr., Gregory G. Landry, Theodore W. Leed, Frank W.
Barrett and John W. Everets, Jr.
CHANDLER, Chancellor

This is my decision on the parties' cross-motions for summary
judgment and defendants' motion to disqualify the representative plaintiff.
For the reasons explained below, I deny both plaintiffs and defendants'
summary judgment motions. I also deny defendants' motion to disqualify the
representative plaintiff.
I. BACKGROUND
The facts underlying this case follow a series of transactions
connected to Dairy Mart Convenience Stores, Inc. ("Dairy Mart" or the
"Company"), a corporation that owns and operates approximately 900
convenience stores in eleven states. Those transactions (some of which are
not directly implicated in the present suit) have been the source of a number
of disputes in this Court.' On this cross-motion for summary judgment the
parties do not contest most of the facts relating to the chronology or
mechanics of the transactions here implicated.
A.

The Players

PlaintiffUni-Marts, Inc. ("Uni-Marts") is a shareholder of Dairy Mart
that at the time of the original dispute owned 90,500 shares (representing an
investment of $500,000) of the Company's common stock, and it continues
to own at least 100 shares. Defendants Robert B. Stein, Jr., Gregory G.
Landry, Frank W. Barrett, John W. Everets, and Theodore W. Leed served

'See In re Dairy Mart Convenience Stores, Inc. DerivativeLitig., Del. Ch., CA. No.
14713, Chandler, C. (Nov. 13,1997); Uni-Marts,Inc. v. Stein., Del. Ch., CA. Nos. 14713, 14893,
Allen, C. (Aug. 12,1996); Kahnv. DairyMartConvenienceStores,Inc., DeL Ch., CA. No. 12489,
Jacobs, V.C. (Mar. 29, 1996); Kahn v. DairyMart Convenience Stores,Inc., Del. Ch., CA. No.

12489, Berger, V.C. (Mar. 1, 1994). For reasons ofjudicial economy the restatement of the
background facts in this Opinion relies heavily on uncontested facts already recounted by the Court
in prior proceedings. See QuiclaurnDesign Systems, Inc. v. Mentor GraphicsCorp., Del. Supr.,
721 A.2d 1281, 1283 n.2 (Dec. 31, 1998). Because the current procedural posture of this case is

at a cross-motion for summary judgment stage, facts indispute between the parties are highlighted
as such.
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on the Company's board of directors at all times material to this suit Stein
is the Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board of Directors. He
has been a member of the board since 1993 and was elected its Chairman in
December 1995. Landry is Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer of the Company. Landry has been a director of Dairy Mart since
1991. Neither Barrett, Everets, nor Leed (the "outside directors" or
"independent directors") are officers of the Company.
Defendant Charles Nirenberg is the founder ofDairy Mart. He served
as Chief Executive Officer and President of Dairy Mart from its formation
in 1957 until January 1989, when he resigned as President. In March 1992,
he resigned as CEO. He continued to serve as director and Chairman of
Dairy Mart until August 1995. Defendant Mitchell J. Kupperman is
Nirenberg's son-in-law and was a director of Diary Mart from 1988 through
1995. In addition, Kupperman served as the Companys Vice President for
Human Resources from 1989 to 1995.
B.

Complexity ofthe Ownership andControl ofDairy Mart

As a corporate entity, Dairy Mart had a peculiar capital and ownership
structure which acts as a unique example of the potential wedge between
simple economic interest and the voting control of a corporation. As of
September 18, 1995, Dairy Mart had 2,797,387 shares of Class A Common
Stock and 2,783,060 shares of Class B Common Stock issued and
outstanding. The Class B stock elects five directors; the Class A elects two
directors. At the relevant time, public stockholders owned 33.21% of the

Class B shares (924,317 shares) while DM Associates, L. P. ("DM
Associates"), a Connecticut limited partnership, owned 66.7% (1,858,743
shares). Thus, the vote of DM Associates' holding of Dairy Mart Class B
stock, in effect, carried control of the corporation.
Four entities owned interests in DM Associates as of August 7,1995:
Nirenberg owned a46.30% limited partnership interest and HNB Investment

'here were two other board members, M. Howard Jacobson and Thomas (YBrien, who

joined the board on October 30,1995, but who abstained from voting on the board's actions which

form the basis for this dispute. Although Jacobson and O'Brien are not named defendants in this
litigation, and there is no allegation thattheir decision to refrain from voting is in any way material,
it seems appropriate to emphasize thatmere abstinence from avote does not, in the ordinary course,
shield or absolve directors from liability. The office ofdirector is one that comes with affirmative
fiduciary duties. See 8 Del C. § 141(a). It would hardly seem appropriate for directors, by their
own choosing, to decide to abdicate those duties by not forming an opinion about a board decision.
While there may be perfectly appropriate reasons why directors choose to abstain from a particular
vote, where there is evidence which shows that the directors could have formed an opinion based
on reasonably available information, and where there are no duty ofloyalty issues present, abstaining
from taling a position on a matter will not provide directors with a safe harbor from liability.
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Corporation ("HNB")3 owned a 49.38% limited partnership interest. The
remaining partnership interests were owned individually by two general
partnerships-New DM Management I ("DM rP) and New DM Management
II ("DM Ir). The notable fact about this structure is that while DM I and
DM 11 owned only 4.32% of the equity of DM Associates, under the DM
Associates partnership agreement they controlled 100% of its vote. Thus,
prior to the transactions at the center of this litigation those entities
controlled the vote of the Dairy Mart Class B shares owned by DM
Associates.
DM I alone was capable of dictating the election of a majority of the
Dairy Mart board of directors. DM I was critical to control, since it
controlled the power to determine the vote of 82.34% of DM Associates
holding, or 55% of the Dairy Mart outstanding Class B stock. Not
surprisingly, DM I's structure was not the model of simplicity. DM I was
organized as a Connecticut general partnership and was owned by four
individual general partners: Nirenberg (46.429%); Kupperman (17.857%);
Stein (17.857%); and Landry (17.857%)." Thus, control over the vote of a
majority ofthe (controlling) Dairy Mart Class B stock could be exercised by
Nirenberg if he acted together with any other partner of DM I, or by Stein,
Landry, and Kupperman acting in concert. DM Associates had financed part
of its acquisition of its 1,858,743 shares of the Class B stock by obtaining a
$7.1 million note (the "Note" or the "CDA Note") from the Connecticut
Development Authority ("CDA"). The Note is secured by the pledge of
1,220,000 shares of the Class B stock 6wned by DM Associates (43.8% of
the issued and outstanding Class B shares).

'-NBis aninvestmentvehicle forPhillip Morris Capital Corporation and is notaffiliated
with any defendant in this lawsuit. One reason why HNB invested in the Company was to
strengthen the supplier-customer relationship between Phillip Morris USA and Dairy Mart. As
explained in further detail below, see infra pages 34-36, defendants claim that HNB's presence
during the course of events at the center of this suit should give the Court reassurance to conclude
that all of the defendants acted appropriately at all times. This supposed sense of comfort,
defendants claim, is due to the fact that ifDM Associates' shares were voted in a manner with which
HNB, in its sole discretion, disagreed, HNB had the right to dissolve the partnership.
'he same individual general partners plus Frank Colaccino owned DM IL also a
Connecticut general partnership. DM1H had the power to vote and dispose ofthe remaining 327,344
shares owned by DM Associates. The original general partner of DM Associates was DM
Management Associates C'DM"), a Connecticut general partnership. From 1992 to 1994, DM was
controlled by Colaccino, the then-CEO of Dairy Mart. Evidently, DM I was created as a special
general partner, in which Colaccino was given certain voting rights, so that a change-of-control
provision in a Company indenture would not be triggered.
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C.

The Evolution of the GoverningPartnerships

Nirenberg stepped down from his role as CEO and assumed the role
of Chairman of the Board of Directors in March of 1992. Colaccino, who
had been serving as President since 1989, was appointed CEO. After
continued under-performance by Dairy Mart, in August 1994, Colaccino was
removed from office. DM was promptly dissolved and a dispute arose over
who should control DM Associates and who should be the new CEO.
In September 1994, the board appointed Stein to replace Colaccino
as President, but it decided not to appoint a replacement Chief Executive
Officer. Nirenberg opposed the board's decision to leave the CEO position
vacant and repeatedly expressed his strong desire to assume that role.
Nirenberg also wanted to control the successor general partner to DM, which
led to a dispute with the other partners (namely, Stein, Landry, and
Kupperman) who wanted voting control to be dispersed among them all.
In furtherance of Nirenberg's goals, in September 1994, FCN
Properties Corporation ("FCN"), an entity owned and controlled by
Nirenberg, acquired the CDA Note. Ownership of the Note may or may not
have conferred the right to vote Dairy Mart's shares. That indeterminacy
notwithstanding, in an October 20, 1994 letter to Stein, Landry, and
Kupperman, Nirenberg expressed his dissatisfaction with the Company's
performance and stated his belief that Colaccino's removal triggered a
default under the Note. If a default had occurred, Nirenberg would have
been entitled to take possession of and vote the 1,220,000 Class B shares
that collateralized the CDA Note.
Subsequent to these events, Stein, Landry, Kupperman, and Nirenberg
then created DM I as the new general partner of DM Associates, with
Nirenberg stepping in as a 46.429% partner. The DM I partnership
agreement required the concurrence of 50% ofthe partners to vote and gave
HNB a consultation right. 5 At the time of the contested transactions, if the
DM I shares were voted in a manner with which HNB disagreed, HNB had
the right to dissolve DM I.
D.

The NirenbergCrisis

While Nirenberg objected to the Company's decision to keep its CEO
position vacant, a majority of the board members believed that re-seating
Nirenberg in that office was not in the Company's best interest. Among
other things, Nirenberg's strategic vision for the Company was perceived as
unlikely to enhance profitability. The Company's debate on strategy
'See supranote 3.
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centered around Nirenberg's plan to focus primarily on the quantity of stores
owned by Dairy Mart versus the existing management team's focus on the
quality of the stores, the breadth of services provided at each store, and their
willingness to sell off underperforming stores.
This dispute over strategy was the purported reason why the board
was unwilling to appoint Nirenberg to the position of CEO. Nirenberg,
however, was not satisfied with this arrangement. In early 1995, he made it
known that he, in concert with Kupperman, was willing to cause DM
Associates to vote its shares in favor of a slate of Class B stock directors who
would support his efforts to return as Chief Executive Officer. Alternatively,
Nirenberg suggested that his interest in DM Associates be bought out.
At a board meeting on April 20, 1995, Nirenberg sought to have the
board schedule Dairy Mare's annual stockholders meeting as early as possible
so that he could propose an insurgent slate. Nirenberg proposed a June 15,
1995, date with August 8, 1995, as the latest date with which he might be
satisfied. The board scheduled the meeting for August 7, 1995. In addition,
a review of the minutes of the board meeting shows that, over Nirenberg's
objection, the board amended the Company's by-laws to provide that only
the board had the authority to call, adjourn, or schedule shareholder
meetings (special or otherwise).' In other words, the board amended the
Company's by-laws such that a shareholder or group of shareholders could
no longer call a shareholder meeting without board approval by lobbying and
acquiring sufficient shareholder consent.
On May 19, 1995, Nirenberg filed an amended Schedule 13D
announcing his intention to propose that the board be expanded to nine, with
one current director excluded (Everets) and three new nominees of his
choosing. Nirenberg also proposed that if his nominees were elected, he
would seek to be appointed as CEO and would make a complete
management evaluation. Shortly after the filing, Stein and Nirenberg each
called Michael Kinney, the President of HNB, to inform him of recent
developments.

1.

The Board's Response

At a meeting on June 8, 1995, the board implemented a series of
measures in response to Nirenberg's actions. First, the board postponed the

annual shareholders' meeting to October 31, 1995. Second, the board
appointed Stein as CEO over Nirenberg's objections. Third, the board
approved new employment agreements which provided for so-called golden
parachute payments above those already included in existing severance
"It seems that at oral argument defendants' counsel was mistaken as to this detail.
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agreements. Fourth, the board approved the adoption of a stock option and
Incentive Award Plan permitting the granting of both Class A and Class B
stock. Class B stock had not previously been included in the Company's
option plans.
On August 9,1995, Nirenberg and Kupperman commenced an action
against Dairy Mart and its five other directors-Stein, Landry, Barrett, Leed,
and Everets-seeking a declaration that Nirenberg's nominees had unseated
directors Stein and Everets by written shareholder consent delivered to the
Company that day. In other words, Nirenberg wanted the Court to declare
that Stein was off the board. On August 10, 1995, the board removed.
Nirenberg as Chairman.
The two feuding factions proceeded toward a proxy fight with
alternative proposed director slates. The board nominated a slate of seven
directors consisting of incumbents Barrett and Everets as Class A directors
and incumbents Stein, Landry, and Leed and new nominees, J. Kermit
Birchfield, Jr. and Truby G. Proctor, Jr., as Class B directors. Nirenberg
nominated his own slate of Class B directors including himself Kupperman,
M. Howard Jacobson, Thomas O'Brien, and Joseph F. Leonardo. It became
increasingly clear, however, that Stein and Landry were headed toward
defeat. For instance, in Dairy Martes own October 10,1995 proxy statement,
the Company acknowledged that Nirenberg and Kupperman, acting in
concert, had the power to vote the majority power ofthe Class B stock at the
annual meeting.
2.

Black Knight Turned Stalking Horse

Coexistent with Dairy Martes internal control struggle, there loomed
a third party that sought to take control of the languishing convenience store
concern. While negotiating with Dairy Mart over the terms of his buyout,
Nirenberg also attempted to engage others in the process. During late
October and early November 1995, Henry Sahakian, CEO of another
convenience store chain, Uni-Marts (already a shareholder of Dairy Mart),
spoke individually with Nirenberg and directly (by letter) with the Dairy
Mart board on the subject of a potential acquisition. The record indicates
that Uni-Marts would have been willing to meet Nirenberg's asking price of
$15 million for his interest in Dairy Mart provided that a merger between the
two corporations followed suit.
While the presence of a third-party bidder added pressure to the
situation, the record indicates that approval of a sale of the Company by the
board would not likely have been forthcoming.7 Nirenberg may have played
'The Court's review ofthe deposition testimony and boardmeeting minutes showed that
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Uni-Marts to his advantage-framing the chain store as an alternative control
transaction, thus pressuring the board to accede to his proposed buyout. Not
until too late did Sahakian realize that Uni-Marts had been used as a stalking
horse.
3.

The October Agreement

During the month of October, in light of the imminent shareholder
meeting, Stein and Landry engaged Nirenberg and Kupperman in
negotiations on the subject of Nirenberg's alternative proposal, namely a
buyout of Nirenberg's and Kupperman's interests in DM Associates.
Despite their own potential self-interest, Stein and Landry conducted
the negotiations on behalf of the Company, with the knowledge and consent
of the other outside directors. Stem and Landry conducted the negotiations
without the benefit of any financial advisor or financial analysis concerning
the value of Nirenberg's and Kupperman's interests in DM Associates.
On October 30, 1995, a day before the scheduled annual meeting, the
parties reached an agreement pursuant to which Nirenberg (and the various
entities he controlled) was to be paid $13.15 million in exchange for various
considerations (the "October Agreement"). 8 Among other things, under the
terms of the October Agreement, Nirenberg and his affiliates were to convey
to Dairy Mart all of their respective rights, titles, and interests to and in DM
Associates, DM I,DM II,
and the underlying Note and stock pledge for the
1,220,000 shares of Class B common stock held by FCN as pledgee. In
addition, Nirenberg agreed to permit the Company to make use of his name
and likeness in its advertising and marketing materials. The $13.15 million
payment was structured as follows: $10 million in cash as full payment for
the above-listed interests; $2.3 million in cash to Nirenberg for a five-year
non-compete agreement; and $850,000 in cash to Nirenberg and FCN for
previously unreimbursed fees and expenses incurred in connection with the
efforts to gain control of the Company.
Also on October 30, 1995, Dairy Mart entered into a separate
agreement with Kupperman, pursuant to which it agreed, among other
things, to provide Kupperman with a severance package in exchange for his
the directors felt that due to the Company's crisis with Nirenberg, the board could not effectively
deal witha third-party suitor. Specifically, the board believed that any attempt to sell the Company
would be perceived as a fire sale. The record, however, is unclear as to the information or
investigation the board used to base its opinion.
'On November 27,1995, Uni-Marts filed a Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order
('IRO") in this Court, seeking to enjoin Dairy Mart from consummating the October Agreement
(see next section infira). In declining to issue such relief, this Court ruled that Uni-Marts was

estopped by laches from remedy ofa restraining order, given the delay in presentingthe matter. See
Uni-Marts,Inc. v. Stein, Del. Ch., C.A. No. 14713, trans. at 26,29-32, Allen, C. (1995).
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resignation as director, officer, and employee of Dairy Mart and a release of

claims At this point in time, Kupperman was not required to transfer any
of his interests in DM 1. This agreement was modified by letter agreement,
dated December 1, 1995 (the "Kupperman Agreement"). The parties'
understanding and intent with respect to Kupperman's continuing interest in
DM Associates are among the many factors that are at the center of the
present dispute.
Closing of the October Agreement (and presumably the initial
agreement with Kupperman) was conditioned upon Dairy Mart obtaining a
solvency opinion, financing and lender consents, and certain waivers prior
to the annual meeting-which was rescheduled for November 30, 1995."0
Both the October Agreement and the initial agreement with Kupperman
were slated to close on November 29, 1995. Dairy Mart had no duty to
perform under the agreement unless all of the conditions contemplated by
the agreement were met. If those conditions were not met, presumably, the
annual meeting would have been held, Nirenberg and his nominees would
have become the new Class B directors, and Stein and Landry would soon
be out of their jobs.
At a board meeting on October 31, 1995, directors Barrett, Everets,
Landry, Leed, and Stein unanimously ratified the October Agreement.
Certain directors requested that the Company seek a fairness opinion, but
their ratification of the agreement did not expressly require such a fairness
opinion as a condition of their approval. At the end of the meeting, two of
Nirenberg's nominees (O'Brien and Jacobson) were appointed as directors
to serve until November 30, 1995.

'Under the October 30 Agreement between Kupperman and Dairy Mart, Kupperman
received a cash payment of $131,500 and became entitled to another $683,000 upon closing. In

addition, the agreementprovided for a "gross-up" (i.e., payments made to Kupperman to reimburse

him for the tax obligations in connection with these payments). In addition Dairy Mart agreed to:
grant new stock options exercisable for 10,000 shares of Dairy Mart Class A common stock at an
exercise price of$2.875 per share; pay Kuppennan $15,000 in lieu of a non-issued stock option; vest
in Kupperman all unvested stock options held by him at closing; and assign to Kupperman all of
Dairy Mart's right, title, and interest in the life insurance policies covering his life held by Dairy
Mart as of the closing.
"On October31,1995, Dairy Mart's annualmeetingwas calledto orderand immediately
adjourned to November 30, 1995, only to be rescheduled on November 28, 1995 for January 19,

1996.
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The Consummated Transaction
1.

The December Argpement

For reasons central to the present dispute, the October Agreement
never closed. Instead the Company and Nirenberg negotiated an amended
agreement (the "December Agreement" or "December Transaction"), which
was approved by a majority of the Company's outside directors at a
November 28, 1995 meeting, and which closed on December 1, 1995.
Nirenberg and Kupperman resigned as directors of Dairy Mart effective
December 1, 1995. Around the same time, Dairy Mart rescheduled its
annual meeting for January 19, 1996. Under the December Agreement the
total consideration paid to Nirenberg remained unchanged, although it seems
that there was a reallocation of the amounts attributable to certain interests
and claims. That reallocation, made at Nirenberg's request, enabled
Nirenberg to obtain a more favorable tax treatment.
The consideration flowing to the Company, however, was altered. At
oral argument, defendants' counsel represented that the inspiration for the
restructuring stemmed from the fact that pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 160 (which
limits a corporation's ability to vote stock which it controls), the October
Agreemenfs structure could have left the Company in the position of voting
on its own shares. Allegedly, the Company first became aware of the
problem when Uni-Marts sought injunctive relief in this Court on
November 27, 1995. Plaintiff claims, however, that the restructuring was
well underway before Uni-Marts filed its injunction action. As described in
detail below," the decision to restructure the transaction-and the
motivation, effect, and understanding of both the management and
non-management directors with respect to the restructuring-is at least one
area of factual dispute between the parties.
Under the new agreement, Dairy Mart did receive Nirenbergs 4630%
limited partnership interest in DM Associates, but it did not receive his
46.429% general partnership interest in DM 1, the entity that controlled the
vote. Instead of conveying his voting rights in DM I to the Company,
Nirenberg consented in the December Transaction to amendments to DM
Associates's limited partnership agreement and to the DM I partnership
agreement that had the practical effect of distributing his interests in DM I
proportionately among the three remaining general partners-Stein, Landry,
and Kupperman (who would remain a partner). 2

"See infra text at 36-46.
'In addition, DM 11 was dissolved.
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After Nirenberg's withdrawal as a general partner of DM I, DM Iwas
the sole general partner of DM Associates, with remaining general partners
Stein, Landry, and Kupperman, each owning one-third of the partnership
interest of DM I. In connection with the closing of the December
Transaction, the DM Ipartnership agreement was amended to provide that:
1) a majority of the partnership interests of DM I would be needed to
determine how to vote 638,743 ofthe shares of Class B stock owned by DM
Associates; and 2) the remaining 1,220,000 shares of Class B stock owned
by DM Associates would be voted in the same proportion that all the
remaining outstanding shares of Class B stock were voted. In other words,
those remaining 1,220,000 shares would be voted in line with the votes of
all the shareholders, including the public shareholders. At this point, HNB's
rights, it seems, remained intact.
2.

The Kuperman Buvout and Effects on DM Associates

On December 1, 1995, the Kupperman Agreement was amended to
provide for reallocation of payments and even greater payouts,13 and on that
same day the agreement was closed. According to the undisputed deposition
testimony of Stein and Kupperman, while the Kupperman Agreement makes
no mention of what would happen to Kupperman's interest in DM I, the
parties to that agreement were under no misconception as to the unfolding
of future events. Under the DM I partnership agreement, Kupperman's
resignation as an officer triggered a right by DM Ieffectively to buy out his
partnership interest for one dollar. According to undisputed deposition
testimony, both Stein and Kupperman were aware ofDM I's right to buy out
Kupperman's interest, and both expected that Kupperman would not remain
a partner in DM I. In fact, on February 13, 1996-after the January 19,
1996 annual shareholders' meeting-DM I purchased Kupperman's interest
for one dollar.14
This intention to cash out Kupperman was not revealed to the board
at the meeting where it approved the restructured and amended agreements.
I"Instead ofpaying Kupperman three times his previous annual bonus of$25,000, Diary
Mart contracted to pay him three times the "Landry'Special Bonus'" of $131,500-a difference of
$319,500-plus the gross-up attributable to that differential. Kupperman also agreed to amend his
agreement to include non-compete and non-solicitation provisions.
"In July 1997, the CDA Note became due. Unable to pay the amount owed, DM
Associates transferred the pledged 1,220,000 shares to Dairy Mart. The original term of DM
Associates was setto expire on September 12,1997. The partners amended the limited partnership
agreementon September 12 and then again on December 12,1997. The latter amendmentextended

the term of the partnership five more years and eliminated HNB's consultation/dissolution right.
As aresult ofthe 1997 amendments, DM Iremains in control ofthe remaining 638,743 shares held
by DM Associates, representing approximately 41% of the outstanding Class B shares.
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The undisputed facts in the record show that Stein and Landry had the
opportunity to enlighten the board on this matter but did not do so. In
addition, the record seems clear that because the directors were not so
informed they labored under the misconception that Kupperman would
remain an equal -partner in DM I in the future. On the present record,
however, I am unable to assess the significance of this failure to inform the
board. It is not yet clear to me that the disclosure of this information could,
would, or should have changed the board's analysis of the decisions before
it, or that the intention to ultimately cash out Kupperman was in any way
relevant to the decision before the board. It may be that it was, in fact, a
relevant piece of information that was reasonably available to the directors
but was for some reason kept from them. If so, then duty of care problems
would loom large. At this point, development of the record at trial on this
issue is the most appropriate course of action.
3.

Issues in Dispute

The sources of dispute are: 1) the propriety of Uni-Marts to act as the
shareholder representative; 2) the motivation(s) for the transfer of voting
control over the Company from Nirenberg and Kupperman to Stein and
Landry (at no cost to Stein and Landry); 3) the factual basis for the board's
understanding of the effects of the mechanics and structure of the
restructuring; and 4) the fairness of the terms of the transaction to the
Company's public shareholders.
II. UNI-MARTS AS CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
A.

Defendant's Claims

[1]
All of the defendants15 in this case have moved to disqualify
Uni-Marts as representative plaintiff. The law in Delaware on
disqualification of a derivative representative plaintiff is rooted in clear
principles over which there is no dispute. Both plaintiff and defendants
agree that the standard for disqualifying a shareholder representative in a
derivative suit is a "show[ing] that a serious conflict of interest exists, by
virtue of one factor or a combination of factors, and that the plaintiff cannot
be expected to act in the interests of others because doing so would harm his
other interests. In effect, the defendant must show a substantial likelihood

tTe defendants inthe present case are Stein, Landry, Leed, Barrett, EveretsNirenberg,
and Kupperman.
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that the derivative
action is not being maintained for the benefit of the
6
shareholders."'
[2] There are several factors to be considered in determining whether a
derivative plaintiff may maintain the lawsuit including, but not limited to,
the "economic antagonisms between representative and class;... the relative
magnitude of plaintiffs personal interests as compared to his interest in the
derivative action itself; [and] plaintiffs vindictiveness toward the defendants
to17

Defendants' principle claim is that Uni-Marts is particularly unfit to
represent the interests of the other shareholders due to its alleged ulterior
motive of seeking control over Dairy Mart. Defendants' strongest support
for their position is that, among other remedies for the alleged wrongs
committed, Uni-Marts is seeking the extraordinary relief of asking this Court
to neutralize the voting rights of over 1.8 million shares of the Company's
Class B stock. This, defendants argue, would make it easier for Uni-Marts
to effect a merger with, or acquire, Dairy Marts.
In addition, defendants point to the fact that since Uni-Marts is in the
same business as Dairy Mart it could be considered a competitor and that
Uni-Marts admittedly continues to hold Dairy Mar's stock in order to obtain
competitive information about the Company. For those reasons, defendants
argue that the Court should infer legally sufficient irreconcilable differences
of interest between Uni-Marts and the remainder of the Company's
shareholders (who presumably hold their stock for investment purposes).
Finally, defendants maintain that the only other inspiration for
Uni-Marts participation in this litigation as representative is its officers'
hostility toward Dairy Mart. Defendants contend that the source of this
hostility is the board's rejection of Uni-Marts's offer, and Nirenberg's
apparent use of Sahakian as a pawn while negotiating the terms of his buyout
with the Company.
B.

Plaintiffs Claims

Predictably, plaintiff disagrees with everything defendants have to
say. Plaintiff asserts that it is not seeking to neutralize 1.8 million shares,
but instead is only trying to neutralize the 638,743 shares controlled by Stein
and Landry. Additionally, plaintiff contends that: 1) Uni-Marts has made
an affirmative representation to the Court that it is not presently interested
in taking control over Dairy Mart; 2) Uni-Marts is not a true competitor of
Dairy Mart because the companies serve non-overlapping geographic areas;

"6EmeraldPartnersY.Berlin, Del. Ch., 564 A.2d 670, 674 (1998).
"Youngman v. Tahmoush, Del. Ch., 457 A.2d 376,380-81 (1983).
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and 3) Uni-Marts and its directors and officers have pursued this litigation
for primarily altruistic goals.18 In light of the foregoing, plaintiff argues that
Uni-Marts does not have interests inimitable to the other shareholders'
interests. Furthermore, plaintiff contends that Uni-Marts has acted as a
suitable representative in that it has pursued the derivative claims with
diligence and vigor.
C.

Uni-Marts is a Competent Representative

I am of the opinion that both parties have viewed the Coures inquiry
on a motion to disqualify a representative plaintiff far too formalistically.
What I must ultimately decide is whether or not there is a substantial
likelihood that the action is not being maintained for the benefit of the other
shareholders. Put more simply (and accurately), the Court must ensure that
other potential beneficiaries of this suit will not be ill-affected by
Uni-Marts's continued participation as representative. After careful
consideration of the defendants' contentions, I believe that they have not
been able to establish a substantial likelihood that the other shareholders will
in any way be prejudiced by Uni-Marts's other potentially dissimilar motives.
The logic supporting this conclusion is straightforward. Are Dairy
Mart and Uni-Marts competitors? In some general sense, of course they
are.19 But so what? The fact that the two companies are in the same general
line of business and that either might achieve significant economies of scale
by virtue of a merger is irrelevant. In order for defendants to establish that
the other shareholders would not be well served due to the competitive
dynamic, defendants would have had to submit evidence supporting the
inference that there is a substantial likelihood that Uni-Marts could, or
actually did, seek to use its position as representative to gain an unfair
competitive advantage.
For instance, defendants might have tried to show that Uni-Marts used
its status to gain access to material non-public, confidential, or otherwise
proprietary information that would somehow hurt the other shareholders'
interests. The record, however, does not support such a substantial

"I intentionally ignore plaintiffs third claim. In any event, since the defendants fail to
make the requisite showing on this issue, plaintiffs responses are irrelevant.

"9Plaintiffclaims that Uni-Marts is not in competition with Dairy Mart for the simple
reason thatUni-Marts operate stores in different geographic areas and cannot compete directly for
the same convenience storebusiness. Although the competition factoris ultimately inconsequential
in this case, plaintiffs reasoning ignores the fact that the two companies might be in direct
competition in the capital markets, supply markets, or perhaps even labor markets (e.g., for
executive managers).
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likelihood and is in fact devoid of such evidence. The single decisional
authority on the subject seems to imply that only direct evidence of insidious
opportunism or "economic antagonism" will suffice to disqualify a
representative.20 I am unwilling to conclude, however, that the attenuated
possibility that competitive forces could cloud Uni-Marts's judgment is a
sufficient basis for disqualification. What of defendants' complaint that
Uni-Marts is really motivated by a desire to take control of Dairy Mart?"
On this point I am perfectly willing to accept, for purposes of argument,
defendants' position that one of Uni-Marts's motivating factors is the
eventual control of Diary Mart. But such an interest is not fatal to
Uni-Marts's status as representative.'
Defendants claim that Uni-Marts, as a would-be acquirer, would
obviously seek to pay the lowest price for Dairy Marfs stock in the event of
a takeover and, therefore, Uni-Marts's divergence of interests with the
remaining shareholders is clear. This argument, however, makes an
unacceptable leap in logic-namely the causal relationship between this
litigation and the price that Uni-Marts might pay in a hypothetical contest for
control. Ifplaintiff is successful in this litigation and receives the relief that
defendants claim is indicative of their takeover motive-namely, the
neutralization of votes controlled by Stein and Landry-the only effect will
be to give the remaining shareholders more voting power. So, in a
hypothetical proxy contest all shareholders apart from Stein and Landry will
have a greater proportion of the votes authorized to vote in such a contest.
The uncontested facts reveal that, as of late, Uni-Marts is not a major
or even significant shareholder of Dairy Mart.' Nothing in the record
indicates that this is a situation where Uni-Marts is seeking to neutralize the
insiders' shares in order to enlarge its own voting power and thereby take
control of the Company on preferential terms. The only logical practical
effect of the relief sought is to increase all other shareholders' power to
"See AssociatedImports, Inc. v. ASG Indus., Ina, Del. Ch., CA. No. 5953, Brown, V.
C. (Apr. 28, 1980), Mem. Op. at 8.
"For this point, defendants point to Sahakian's deposition testimony where he testified
that if the price and terms were right, Uni-Marts would be interested in acquiring Dairy Mart
Defendants' argumentproves too much and, therefore, very little. Who would not be interested in
purchasing Dairy Mart if the price and terms were right? Sahakian's "admission" says nothing of
substance about his motivations to allow Uni-Marts to act as shareholder representative.
"See, e.g., MacAndrews & ForbesHoldings, Inc. v. Revlon, Inc., CA. No. 8126,1985

LEXIS 545, Walsh, J. (sitting by designation) (Oct. 9, 1985) (finding that while the long-term
interests of a hostile bidder/shareholder and the targets other shareholders might seem to diverge,
there was no reason to deny the bidder representative status in derivative litigation where there was

no economic antagonism between the pursued goal ofthe litigation and the remaining shareholders'
interests).
'Defendants concede that Uni-Marts owns less than .001% of Dairy Mart's total
outstanding shares.
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determine the Company's fate. Thus, if successful in its litigation efforts,
Uni-Marts "will have secured for itself and all other shareholders [a greater]
ability to bargain in the marketplace."'24 Our Courts have upheld such
representation in related circumstances.
[3]
Defendants' final argument-that Uni-Marts is motivated by
vindictive hostility---must be dismissed out of hand. While it might be
perfectly understandable thatUni-Marts and its executives are not friends of
defendants Stein and Landry, there is no indication from the record that
Uni-Marts is attempting to harm Dairy Mart to secure the demise of the
Company through the process of this litigation. The Courts inquiry into the
subject of a representative's (or the representative's agents') personal
animosity involved in the litigation centers on: 1) that representative's
ill-will to the corporate entity which it purportedly represents in the
derivative action; or 2) the fact that the representative might not serve the
interests of the other shareholders well because it is too consumed by its own
vindictive feelings.' Simply put, there is no evidence of either in the record
that would support an inference of a substantial likelihood that the other
shareholders' interests may be adversely affected by Uni-Marts's continued
representation.
For the foregoing reasons, I deny defendants' motion to disqualify
Uni-Marts as a representative plaintiff.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Both parties in this case have chosen competing theories as the
appropriate legal framework for analyzing this case. Defendants maintain
that this is a Unocal/Unitrincase where the Court must pass judgment on the
appropriateness of the board's actions in light of the directors' perceived
threat to the corporate entity, and where the entire fairness of the transaction
is at issue only if the directors cannot make an initial showing as to the
appropriateness of their actions.' Plaintiff, on the other hand, argues that,
in addition to the valid Unocal/Unitrinclaims, this is a classic case of
control persons and fiduciaries standing on all sides ofa transaction. Plaintiff
goes on to suggest that since there are other cognizable allegations of
wrongdoing (e.g., breach of loyalty claims), the Court must automatically
24MacAndrews, 1985 LEXIS 5454, at *14.
2'See

id

'See Scopas Tech Co. v. Lord,Del. Ch., CA.No. 7559, Walsh, V. C. (Nov20, 1984),
Mer. Op. at 7.

"See Unitrin,Inc. v.American Gen. Corp., Del. Supr., 651 A.2d 1361 (1995); Unocal

Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., Del. Ch., 493 A.2d 946 (1985).
'See Solomon v. Armstrong,Del. Ch., C.A. No. 13515, Chandler, C. (Mar. 25, 1999),
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subject the transactions in question to strict scrutiny to ensure that they are
entirely fair to the Company and the other shareholders.
[4] Defendants argue that in prior proceedings the Court held that
Unocal/Unitrin,and not entire fairness review, governs this case. The
Courts prior ruling was on a motion to dismiss, and apparently in no way
addressed the question of whether the plaintiffs pleadings stated a
cognizable claim that the events being litigated amounted to a controlling
stockholder self-interested transaction (i.e., self-dealing). That prior ruling
only affirmed that plaintiffs complaint at least stated a claim for breach of
duty of loyalty and that demand should be excused under Chancery Court
Rule 23.1 because theNirenberg buyout clearly implicated Unocal/Unitrin.
I find that defendants were on full notice that the complaint additionally
states a valid claim challenging the entire fairness to the corporation and its
shareholders on self-dealing grounds. 0
As explained below, irrespective of the initial legal framework the
Court adopts, the record in this case dictates that entire fairness is ultimately
the appropriate standard of review.
IV. CROSS MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
[5-8] Summary judgement is appropriate where the moving party
demonstrates there are no genuine issues of material fact and therefore the
movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.3 On any application for
summary judgment, the Court must view the evidence in the light most
favorable to the non-moving party.32 The Court also recognizes that the
existence of cross-motions for summary judgment does not actper se as a
concession that there is an absence of factual issues that require trial for
adjudication.33 Furthermore, this Court has the discretion to deny summary

Mere. Op. at 18-19. But cf Citronv. E. I. DuPontde Nemours & Co., Del. Ch., 584 A.2d 490,500
(1990) (suggesting thatthe controlling stockholder relationship alone raises an inference of improper
dealing, thus immediately subjecting the transaction to entire fairness review).
"See Uni-Marts,Inc., v. Stein, Del. Ch., CA. Nos. 14713, 14893, Allen, C. (Aug. 12,

1996).
"°See EmeraldPartnersv. Berlin, Del. Supr., 726 A.2d 1215, 1219-23, Walsh, J.
(Mar. 16,1999) (suggesting that during summary judgment proceedings courts have the discretion
to recognize newly asserted claims so long as the defendant had full notice of those claims from
allegations made in the pleadings).
3'See Ch. CL P. 56(c); Gilbert v. El PasoCo., Del. Supr., 575 A.2d 1131, 1142 (1990).
"See Brown v. Ocean Drilling& Exploration Co., Del. Supr., 403 A.2d 1114, 1115
(1979).
"See UnitedVanguardFundv.Takecare,Inc., Del. Supr., 693 A.2d 1076,1079 (1997)
(also noting that a party moving for summary judgment concedes the absence of a factual issue on

the truth ofthe non-moving party's allegations only forthe purposes of its ownmotion, and does not

waive its right to assert thatthere are disputed facts thatpreclude summary judgment in favor ofthe
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judgment if it decides that a more thorough development of the record would
clarify the law or its application.'
In sum, ifthere are disputed facts regarding whether defendants made
the necessary showing under Unocal/Unitrin,or generally fulfilled their
duties of loyalty or care such that their actions were entirely fair, then
defendants' motion for summary judgment must be denied. Similarly if there
are disputed facts that cast doubt on plaintiffs claim that the directors did not
fulfill their fiduciary duties then plaintiffs motion for summary judgment
must be denied. Finally, if the Court decides that the application of law
requires more precise factual determinations, then a trial on the merits is
appropriate.
As mentioned earlier, the parties are in agreement on most of the facts
as they relate to the chronology and mechanics of the transactions. There
are, however, remaining areas of factual dispute that essentially revolve
around each defendants appreciation ofthe facts surrounding the transaction
structure, his motivations for acting as he did, and ultimately the fairness of
the transaction. In addition, based on a preliminary examination of the
presented facts, it is my judgment that a trial on the merits would greatly
facilitate the clear application of the law.
Unocal/UnitrinAnalysis

A.

[9] At the motion to dismiss stage this Court already determined that the
plaintiffs allegations stated a valid entrenchment claim requiring the Court
to undertake a Unocal/Unitrin analysis. The enhanced scrutiny of
Unocal/Unitrinapplies whenever a board unilaterally adopts a defensive
measure in reaction to a perceived threat to corporate policy" including
circumstances where a board acts in response to a specific takeover threat
and when it adopts measures designed to ward off future potential
advances. 6
To endure the Court's scrutiny under Unocal/Unitrina board
[10-12]
of directors must demonstrate that, in good faith and after reasonable
investigation, it identified a legitimate threat to corporate policy and
effectiveness." Furthermore, the board must show that it implemented a
defensive response that was proportional to the threat perceived in that it (i)

other party).
34

See AlexanderIndus., Inc.v. Hill, Del. Supr., 211 A.2d 917, 918-19 (1965); Ebersole
v. Lownegrub, Del. Supr., 180 A.2d 467 (1962).
5
See Williams v. Geier, Del. Supr., 671 A.2d 1368, 1377 (1996).

(1985).

'See id at 1377; Moran v. HouseholdInt, Inc., Del. Supr., 500 A.2d 1346, 1356-57
"7 See Unitrin, Inc. v. American Gen. Corp., Del. Supr., 651 A.2d 1361, 1375 (1995).
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fell within a range of reasonableness;- 8 (ii) was not preclusive of a third-party
proxy contest; and (iii) was not coercive in the sense that the board
"crammed down" on its shareholders a management-sponsored transaction. 9
If the board can satisfy the Court's inquiry, then "the traditional business
judgment rule is applied to shield directors' defensive decision."40 If,
however, the board fails to make the required showing, the directors can still
satisfy their burden by proving the entire fairness of the transaction.4 1
1.

Defendants' Claims

Defendants maintain that Nirenberg's threat to unseat the board for the
purpose of taking the company in a different strategic direction is a
paradigmatic example of a serious threat to corporate policy. Among other
factors in support ofthat understanding, defendants point out that once word
ofNirenberg's intentions to regain operating control ofthe company became
public, the Company's debt holders, suppliers, and trade creditors indicated
their displeasure with that plan and communicated their intention to
accelerate terms of their credit agreements or to seek other similar
reassurances of their own interests. In light ofthe threat to ongoing business
activity perceived by the board, defendants maintain that it was
fundamentally appropriate under any reading of Unocal/Unitrin's
proportionality and reasonability requirements for the Company to buy out
Nirenberg.

As far as the restructuring of the buyout transaction as embodied by
the December Agreement and the Kupperman Agreement, defendants
submit a number of specific reasons why the restructuring withstands
heightened scrutiny. First, defendants argue that the transaction was
restructured to protect HNB's right to designate DM I to vote its shares
(subject to contractual consultation and dissolution rights if DM I did not
vote as HNB wanted), since the buyout transaction as originally
contemplated could have neutralized the ability of DM I to vote. As
mentioned earlier, defendants claim that they were made aware of a potential
§160 voting problem by Uni-Marts's TRO filing in this Court. Second,
defendants point out that the amended agreements conferred further benefits
to the Company in that they included certain releases, as well as

'Proof of reasonableness ofboard action is greatly enhanced if a majority ofthe board
that approved the defensive measures were outside independent directors. See id. at 1375.
"See id at 1371-87. Inthe present case, plaintiff has not stated a cognizable coercion
claim that is distinct from its preclusion claim.
40Id at 1374.
4

See id at 1377 n.18.

